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The History of Whitworth College
Commencement Address by Dale Soden
It is pretty amazing to think that we have been doing com-
mencement for] 17 years and that this is the last commence-
ment under the name college before we become Whitworth
University on July 1.
So let me begin by reflecting on the dreamers and dreams
in the history of Whitworth College with a hope that you give
yourself permission to dream dreams and see visions that you
might be faithful to for the rest of your life.
As most of you know, I love telling the story of George
Whitworth, with his neck hair and all; he was indeed a
prophet, a dreamer, a visionary, but he was also a man of ac-
tion. While living in Indiana in 1852, he dreamed of starting a
Presbyterian college in the distant Pacific Northwest.
And instead of being frustrated with all of the reasons why
that dream was ridiculously hopeless and impractical, which
to most people it was, he acted on that dream and embarked
upon a journey with just a handful of people including his wife
on the Oregon Trail.
After arriving in Portland in ]852, he went north to Olym-
pia and not only started as many as 20 churches, but be-
came a farmer, lawyer, businessman, chief clerk of the Indian
Department, and for two short stints, president of the young
University of Washington in what is now downtown Seattle.
But for 30 years, Whitworth held on to a dream that he
might establish a Presbyterian college. Finally, in ]884, Whit-
worth took the first steps by starting an academy in the small
town of Sumner, Washington, just north and east of Tacoma.
I love the fact that the school opened with desks built on
the backs of pews in the Sumner Presbyterian Church which
just celebrated its 130th anniversary a few weeks ago. I
was there for that event and found many church members
shocked to see photos of WhitworthS first college building-a
grand structure that dominated this little hamlet.
By ]890, the dreamers had incorporated the academy into
Whitworth College.
That first catalogue declared a commitment to an educa-
tion of the "culture of heart and mind that make the finished
scholar:'
1884
George F Whitworth opened
Sumner Academy in the Sumner
Presbyterian Church.
Students and faculty gather in front of the mansion that
served as most of the college campus in Tacoma in late
1800s.
George F.Whitworth founded Whitworth College since
he had a dream to build a Presbyterian College in the
Pacific Northwest.
1890 1899
Sumner Academy grew into
Whitworth College.
A mansion was purchased in
Tacoma. The college moved to
Inspiration Point which had views
of Mt. Rainier, the Olympics,
Cascades and Puget Sound.
From the beginning, Whitworth faculty, staff, and students
have studied together, prayed together, played together, and
challenged one another to be better. To be sure, a different set
of cultural norms prevailed in the 1890s than is the case today,
but the fine line between mandating a set of rules and nurtur-
ing student responsibility for their decisions can be detected in
the early life of the college.
Female students had to be accompanied into town by
the dean of women; male students had to present letters of
introduction before they could date females, but we know that
at least some young men expressed their individuality and
freedom by placing outhouses in the Main Street, or on other
occasions, disassembling wagons and reassembling them on
the tops of buildings.
But by the mid-1890s, Sumner seemed too remote from
the growing population closer to Puget Sound. After consid-
ering several offers, trustees in 1899 purchased the grandest
mansion in all of Tacoma, as well as several other buildings,
and relocated the campus.
When the campus moved to Tacoma it settled on Inspi-
ration Point which had views of Mt. Rainier, the Olympics,
Cascades and Puget Sound. It was a place where big dreams
seemed more likely to take root than ever before.
Something special was indeed happening. In just a few
years, Whitworths academic program received significant at-
tention when Fred Metzger was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship
in 1908.
I love the story of WhltworthS first great football team,
particularly when we know that the 2006 football team will go
down as one of the greatest in Whitworth history.
In 1908, Whitworth played the University of Oregon for
the first and only time and defeated the Ducks by a score of
16-10. The only loss of the year came at the hands of the
University of Washington.
That team featured the first African American football
player to play for any school in the Pacific Northwest, Ernie
Tanner.
But dreams often come up against some harsh realities.
Financial problems ensued. And in 1914, Spokane Presbyte-
rians along with local entrepreneur Jay P Graves, expressed
the Future of Whitworth University
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Jay P Graves, a Spokane
entrepreneur, gives 640 acres
for Whitworth College in north
Spokane. McMillan and Ballard
Halls were built.
Whitwortbs first great football
team played the University of
Oregon and defeated the Ducks
by a Score of 16-10. The team
also featured the first African
American football player to play
for any school in the Northwest.
Ernie Tanner.
1908 1914
Whitworth College
began in Sumner,
Wash.
Spokane entrepreneur
Jay P. Graves gave
640 acres so Whit-
worth College could
move to Spokane.
1915
The college spent $60,000 on
two new dormitories, classroom
equipment. an athletic field,
tennis courts, a water system,
and a gas plant. The hope was to
launch an eight building
campaign.
History ~
their own dream that Whitworth could find a new home in
Spokane, so the college moved across the state started over
for the third time.
McMillan and Ballard were soon built - but it was the mis-
sion and people like my all time favorite early professor David
Guy who embodied the education of mind and heart.
A member of that famous 1908 football team, he became
professor of mathematics, civil engineering, dean of men,
member of the band as well as the athletic director and foot-
ball coach.
From Shakespeare in the Loop to athletic competition
against Washington State; Whitworth students seemed un-
daunted.
It was only a World War that got in the way. For several
years after the war, things indeed were bleak. The latter part
of the 20s was marked for most students with the fire that
broke out in Ballard Hall which at that point served as an all
male dormitory.
While all of the students safely made it out of the building,
only McMillan could be saved.
Students stood outside in freezing temperatures and sang
the alma mater. Five days later, students gathered at the train
station to meet President Stevenson who committed the col-
lege to rebuilding the dormitory the next year.
The Great Depression of the 1930s posed its own chal-
lenges. Roasting hot dogs became a favorite student activity.
Tuition was often paid in produce, applesauce, potatoes, and
from one student peanut butter. Dining hall patrons that year
ate peanut butter bread, peanut butter cookies, peanut butter
pancakes, and peanut butter soup.
But its clear that several individuals including the president
Ward Sullivan and a new dean Francis Hardwick were big
dreamers. Hardwick especially captured students hearts with
his zeal for the power of a liberal arts education.
When Frank Warren arrived in ·1940 as the new president,
all he saw was McMillan and Ballard Halls. But he was a big
dreamer. He envisioned more buildings, a committed Chris-
tian faculty that were excellent scholars, and a student body
Even though the war was over, the college enrollment stayed low for a
few years. Most of the men of class of 1924 pose for a photo.
,.......
1917-18 1919
The outbreak of war halted the
building campaign. Whitworth in-
curred a $13,000 deficit. Trustees
decide to close the school and
leased the campus buildings to
the U.S. government for an auto
tractor school.
1926
Trustees decided to resume
classes. Enrollment was at an all
time high of 98 students.
Whitworth students decided
Pirates would be their school
mascot.
·~---------....--------------------I~
During the depression, cookouts became a fun past-time. Students
gather around a campfire roasting marshmallows.
"•
A student stands atop the rubble after the fire that
claimed most of Ballard in 1927.
Whitworth campus in '19'14 consists of only
McMillan and Ballard.
1927 1928
Fire broke out in Ballard Hall in
March. By August construction
had already began to replace
Ballard Hall.
Trustees disbanded fraternities
and sorcltles on campus until
student enrollment reached 200.
They still have not been reintro-
duced.
that would graduate with a vision for serving others through-
out the world. In one of his countless addresses on the Chris-
tian college, Warren said this: "Great truth like great love is not
at its best when most talked about but when most lived. . I
do not minimize the place of a strong, evangelical faith, but I
would emphasize the importance of a religious experience that
shall be as charitable as it is theological, as beautiful as it is
right, as attractive as it is dogmatic:'
Warren tried to embody that in many ways but early on it
was reflected in the fact that Whitworth opened its doors to
more Japanese American students than any other college in
the state of Washington during World War [I.
After the war, Warrens dream of an expanded campus
began to come to fruition.
The library, classroom buildings, athletic facilities, Cowles
Auditorium and new dormitories were built in the 50s and 60s.
The choir became a signature program with its excellent
a cappella style. The football, baseball, and basketball teams
flourished including the 1960 baseball team which won the
national championship.
And two teaching legends joined the faculty: Fenton
Duvall in History and Clem Simpson in English. Both were
big dreamers. They provided vision to the Core program,
developed WhitworthS commitment to overseas travel, and
embodied the best of critical thinking, civic engagement, and
Christian service.
Bur our history also reminds us that some dreams are
more challenging than others. Whitworth, like most colleges,
has often struggled to achieve a culture that treated women
respectfully and equally. But the college has had a group of
courageous women who have worked to make Whitworth a
better place.
One woman of note just passed away-Evelyn Smith. She
joined the religion department in 1944 and taught until 1981.
She inspired both men and women to consider a vocation
in Christian education and mission work, and she laid the
foundation for Karin Heller and Andrea Saccoccio to come to
Whitworth.
Another remarkable woman from that era was Diana
1930-60
There was no dancing allowed
on campus, just folk games and
square dances.
History ~
Marks. She coached worners athletics from 1957·1984 and
is the "winningest" coach, male or female, in the history of the
college. For 18 years, she coached volleyball, basketball, and
tennis in the same year. One of her basketball teams defeated
Washtnqton State in 1968. But Diana Marks helped change
attitudes towards women's athletics and oversaw the transfor-
mation under Title IX to the program we have today.
And Professor Pat McDonalds service to Whitworth Col-
lege deserves special note. Her career spanned four decades
from 1955 to 1994 and reflects changing values regarding
diversity, gender equity, and inclusiveness during the second
half of the twentieth century. She was a founding member
of the Womens Task Force and its chair for two decades, in
addition to developing theme dorms on the Black experi-
ence and teaching courses in the psychology of women. She
pushed and prodded the college to be fair in the way in which
it treated women
Indeed, by the 1960s new dreams were in the air, perhaps
symbolized by John KennedyS presence on campus in Febru-
ary 1960 during his presidential campaign. Many grads have
vivid memories although they sometimes forget that in a cam-
pus poll, shortly before the election Nixon defeated Kennedy,
362 to 96. Nevertheless, many students began to identify
more fully with Kennedy once he came into office.
After KennedyS death, student activism began to increase;
serious social and political issues emerged later in the decade
when Whitworth attempted to become a more diverse com-
munity by recruiting African American students from Seattle
and as far away as Harlem. The Civil Rights Movement, the
Vietnam War, the growing ecological concerns all shaped the
student/faculty experience in the 60s and 70s.
And yet again, another dreamer attempted to shape the
Christian educational experience, at the college, and his name
was Ed. Lindaman. Lindaman coined the phrase, the "Alterna-
tive Christian College:'
Overseas travel, Peace Studies, and the Central American
study experience, begun in 1976 by Ron Frase, all emerged
out of this desire to make a Christian college education vibrant
and real. Alongside of that was the continued commitment
by the next president Robert Mounce, to shape that experi-
After PresidentKennedy was kiiled, student activism
increased.Students protested for the civil rights move-
ment.
John Kennedy visits campus during his election cam-
paign. Even though he wasn't popular on campus before
the election, many students liked him as President.
1941-42 1945-47 19505
During World War II enrollment
dropped again, so Spokane
Junior Colleges student body and
faculty were absorbed into the
school.
Upon the discovery of a gov-
ernment surplus of buildings,
President Warren acquired 10
buildings over two years for class-
rooms and dormitories.
There was no drinking, card
playing, or smoking allowed
anywhere on campus.
Students stand
outside the newly built
library. The campus
expanded tremen-
dously while Warren
was president during
the 1940s and 1950s.
The basketball team
of 1944. During
World War II the
campus population of
Japanese American
students increased to
10 percent.
1964 1965
Whitworth hosted over 1200
students from over 102 colleges
for a model United Nations.
A resolution was passed recom-
mending the Board of Trustees
allow dancing as part of Whit-
worth's programs.
ence through the serious study of the Bible and theology. A
commitment to the arts and sciences as well as the very best
in the social sciences and humanities, and the professional
schools of business, education and nursing continued to mark
the Whitworth education.
In 1990, Whitworth College celebrated Its centennial, and
in 1993, William Robinson became the seventeenth president.
Believing as strongly as any previous president in Whit-
wortl-s mission, Bill has given leadership in a period that finds
the college at its strongest point in history. The facilities have
literally been transformed during the past ten years from the
library and student union, to the classrooms, athletics fields
and new dormitories.
His fourteen years, which make him the second longest
serving president in the colleqes history, are marked by an
emphasis on academic excellence and Christian commitment.
Bills dream has been to shape an ethos that has stressed stu-
dent responsibility in an environment that is open to a rigorous
analysis of all ideas.
His infectious enthusiasm for student life outside of the
classroom, his amazing memory of student names, and his
challenge to live lives marked by truth and grace are the hall-
marks of the Robinson presidency.
As we change our name to university, know that the mis-
sion will stay the same; have faith that those who follow Bill
Robinson and the rest of us will be standing on your shoulders,
just as you have stood on the shoulders of others, and will be
empowered by a rich history and a legacy that will continue to
grow.
The power of George Whitworth's dream and our faithful-
ness to his legacy promise to make Whitworth University even
greater than Whitworth College has been.
Dale Soden was selected as the speaker for the 117th Commencement on May
20th, 2007. Soden has been at Whitworth for over 20 years and is a Professor
of History, the college's historian, the Director of the Weyerhaeser Center for
Faith and Learning and the Executive Assistant to the President.
1975
The Big Three (No drinking,
no drugs, and no cohabitation)
became part of the Whitworth
dorm policy. (lt later changed to
no violence, no cohabitation, and
no drugs/alcohol).
History ~
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Sunshine, laughter and no homework makes for the perfect season
Almost every student looks forward to summer vacation. For
some it is a time to chill out, for many a time to travel, and for
others, a time to earn a bit of extra cash. Although Freshman Dani-
elle De Jong was pulling 40·hour work weeks, she still found time
for fun. De Jong recalled one night this summer, "One of my best
friends, Joel, and I stayed up until two in the morning reciting an
episode from The Office and laughing hysterically:'
Many students got the chance to travel, whether it was overseas,
across the country, or just across the state. Road trips were a way
of passing time and bonding with friends. Sophomore Trevor Foote
had a great time on his road trip. He traveled for eight days with his
friend Ben Spaun. "It was an amazing trip. We were on the road for
eight days, and we saw everything from Nashville and St. Louis, to
Garden of the Gods and Pikes Peak (both in Colorado). We had a
hungry bear come through our campsite in Salt Lake City. Bears
always make for a good road trip," said Foote.
Junior Jeff Wilson worked the summer away at Calvin Crest, a
Prebyterian summer camp in Central California. "I worked on the
events team at Calvin Crest, which involved doing the life guarding
thing as well as the giant swing, rock wall, ropes course and other
rope-like things. Our team quickly became known as the awkward
fun team. The year ended with a grand night swing adventure
which involved putting a harness on backwards (a most uncom-
fortabie and extremely awkward feeiing) and falling face first off of
a platform about thirty feet high. Of course, we were hooked to a
cable and everything was ubersafe, but it was the funniest, scariest,
most awkward experience ever."
Junior Anna McCollough and freshman Dan Lewis both were
able to travel overseas. McCollough went to Spain with some fellow
Whitworth students as well as other college students from across
the country. One of the most memorable things she got to do was
attend a bullfight. Lewis went on a trip to Peru with a church group,
which included "...a bunch of old people that I first thought would
be weird to travel with." As it turns out, Lewis ended up cracking
jokes with them and having a great time.
Story by Connie Collins
Top: Senior Rachel Wenzel lets
Lucy listen to her heart during a
medical mission to Guatemala.
Photo courtesy of Rachel Wenzel
Middle: Senior Kelly Cullum and
her husband, Lincoln, scuba dive in
Jamaica during their honeymoon.
Photo Courlesy of Kelly Cullum
Left: Junior Amanda Smith and
Senior Ryan Keogh enjoy kayaking
on ldehcs Lake Pend Oreille. Photo
courtesy o(Andrea Naccarato
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Representing Baldwin-Jenkins and Akili women,
freshmen Jessica Butelo, Candace Farley, and
Courtney Martin begin the Mock Rock dance
by annoucing BJili's debute. Photo by Thomas
Robinson
Becoming one with his instrument, a freshman
wails away on his saxophone during the residence
hall performance. Photo by Thomas Robinson
With swirling bolts of color, Duvall freshmen
brought the night-life to the Cowles Auditorium
stage. Photo by JJ Ekin
W1:litworthrounds up new students and introduces them to
school traditions during Otientatioll events
new year brought new students, new experiences,
and a new residence hall to campus. Incoming
students were corralled into the Whitworth com-
munity from the moment they drove onto campus. "It
was a iittle overwhelming;' freshman Michelle Bowzer said.
Once students settled into their rooms, they were
herded off to Cowles Auditorium to learn the ropes of col-
lege life. Administrators and student leaders acted out what
it meant to "ride the range of the Mind and Heart;' which
was the theme for the weekend.
Parents said their good-byes on Sunday, and the festivi-
ties began. Performers Manchester and Cool Whip rocked
the audltorturn and introduced students to the variety of
ei uertainrnent available on campus.
3unday night also brought the beginning of Traditiation
ac.uvltles. Senior Krystal Newman was one of the head
trc.litiators for Arend Hall for the second time. "At first,
e-,cryone is quiet and reserved;' Newman said. "But as the
w '~k goes on the students bond with each other and come
cl~oer together:'
With the addition of Duvall Hall and the demolition of two Village buildings, Akili girls were grouped with Baldwin-
Jpnkins resldents, and Tiki merged with Stewart and Boppell. Newman said a new emphasis was put on forming com-
rr» '~ity across campus and respecting other dorms, especially during the Yell Off an'd Mock Rock events.
A definite highlight for many students was the wooing portion of Traditiation, when male residents would travel to
other parts of campus and try to win the affections of female students.
Student leaders in Duvall Hall created new traditions, cheers, and activities for the new hall. Freshman Tom Ham-
ming, a resident of Duvall, enjoyed the chance to woo other Duvall residents. "Traditiation was a good way to be
initiated into the college atmosphere; it offset the stress of coming to college;' Hamming said. "It gave me a chance to
develop relationships that are still going on today"
Before initiation turned into
a more playful traditiation,
the sophomores In the
1930's were in charge of
initiating the freshmen. The
sophomores would also
challenge the freshmen to
a game of tug-of-war. Tradi-
tions may have changed
throughout the years, but
the sense of community
still remains strong. Photo
courtesy of Whitworth
Archives.
Orientation
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Students lend a helping hand on
Connnunity Building Day
"Dojustice, love mercy, serve humbly;' are words from Micah 6:8 that
Whitworth students demonstrated when participating in the traditional
Community Building Day. On September 26, students, faculty and staff
joined in an age-old tradition that started over one hundred years ago as
a one-day campus clean-up project. The tradition has grown into a com-
munity service project where more than five-hundred students and staff
volunteer around Spokane for a day.
The set-up changed from the format of years past. Students were
responsible for their own breakfast. The groups also changed. With the
groups being divided by the freshman seminar classes and by resident as-
sistants instead of dorms, it was easier to separate the volunteers between
organizations and the groups were more equal in numbers.
Students and staff lent helping hands to several different non-profit
organizations throughout Spokane that included Goodwill, Habitat for Hu-
manity, Second Harvest and the YWCA.They participated in tasks ranging
from sorting clothes and gathering donations to getting down to the "nitty
gritty" by helping to clean facilities and do yard work. Within half a day, the
Whitworth students and staff accomplished a great deal of work. Andrea
Mason, a freshman from Baldwin Jenkins commented that "Ienjoyed the
Comrnunity-Buildinq Day experience because the place where Iworked told
us that we did two-and-a-half months of work in two-and-a-half hours. We
saw a definite result of our hard work:'
Community BuildingDay was a reflection of Whitworths mission to
serve humanity. Warren Hallfreshman Brianne Jensen, commented, "We
must change our mode of thought from 'how do I serve?' to 'how do I serve
like Christ?' Giving the labor of our own hands to help a neighbor in need
is a great way to emulate Gods love and compassion. Community Building
Day is all about that and I love it:' Story by CaseyCreech
Freshmen Michael Hartl and Sierra Westerman
peel potatoes for a lunch at Union Gospel Mis-
sion. The Mission serves meals to homeless men
in the community. Photo by Tyler Hamilton
Students busily work on a project for Habitat for Humanity. All Freshman Seminar groups were sent to different non-profit organizations through-
out Spokane to lend helping hands. Photos by Thomas Robinson
While visiting Rockwood Retirement Center at Hawthorne, freshman
Christina Lautensack plays with a kitten along with the rest home
residents.
A group of Whitworth
ladies in the early
19005 get ready to
scour the Tacoma
campus. Community
BUildingDay began
as a campus clean-up
day and has spread
to include many orga-
nizations throughout
Spokane. Photo cour-
tesy of Whitworth
Archiues
Community Building Day ~
Whitworth students climb about a float during the
Homecoming parade in the 1950s. Even though
traditions have changed over the years, Homecoming
has always been filled with spirit. Photo courtesy of
Whitworth Archives
At the Royal Dance-Off,
Ballard and McMillan Hall
candidates sophomore Jeff
Forsyth and freshman Iveth
Canales display their dancing
skills. Photo by Carolina
Broemeling
Sophomores Brittany Johnson, Danielle De Jong,
Kelsey McMahon, and junior Elias Cook energeti-
cally spur on the football team during Saturday's
Homecoming game. Photo by Jesse Clark
Sophomore Cassie Moore dives to
save the volleyball. The volleyball
team split Homecoming weekend,
losing to Linfield Friday night and
sweeping Willamette on Saturday.
Photo by Tyler Hamilton
The roulette table was a huge
hit at Casino Night. Photo by
Alyssa Jones
Struggling to fit in one more slice
of pizza, freshman Denrelle King
participates in the Pizza Eating Con-
test in the HUB. Photo by Thomas
Robinson
HOllleCOlllingl~
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A week full of crazy outfits, wild games, and plenty of spirit
Homecoming week swept through the campus this year like lightning, ending
with a massive weekend. The weeks events included a dorm cheer-off com-
petition, a pizza eating contest, and even a duct tape fashion show. The week
started off with a deafening cheer-off between dorms. Each team did well and
were all very close in scores, expiaining why "they all were very voiceless" the
next morning, joked freshman Rebecca Miller.The pizza eating contest turned
out to be very interesting entertainment as everyone watched and cheered on
the competitors who stuffed their faces. The winners tied, devouring 10 pieces
each, representing Mac and Duvall proudly. The off-campus team led the rest of
the dorm teams to the final round of competitions during the football halftime
show.
The fashion show wrapped up the week's events with a laugh. All the gar-
ments were unique, being made exclusively of duct tape. The large football audi-
ence enjoyed a half-time show full of modeis and colorful tape fashions. The end
of the show brought the announcement of the homecoming king and queen,
Arend representatives Dani King and Joel Grelle.
Homecoming night brought all sorts of fun with its Monte Carlo theme. Craps
and Blackjack tables filled the room for the crowd to enjoy. A crowd of students
took advantage of the casino night and many dressed for the occasion. Some
won a few rounds, and some just played till they lost everything. The night
lasted long, with students enjoying the dance and company of old friends as well
as those they had just met.
Homecoming Week had an extra jolt this year, as it was combined with
Parents' Weekend. Most parents arrived Friday night or Saturday morning to
spend a packed weekend with their students. Saturday morning, students and
parents got a chance to visit and catch up on exciting events while they enjoyed
breakfast. Parents also got a chance to tour the campus and get an idea of what
their students' days were like. Following a picnic featuring live bluegrass music,
parents and students were abie to cheer the Pirates to victory during the football
game, and some enjoyed the sold-out fall play, Pirates of Penzance, on Satur-
day night. By Sunday afternoon, most parents had left and exhausted students
glared at the piled-up homework they would have to finish for the following day.
Story by Jewei Roach
Monte Carlo Casino Night
Senior Denice Randle
Pirate Cheerleaders
Sophomore Peter Ghilardi
Homecoming/Parents' Weekend ~
••• owcasmg
Talent Entertaining students amaze the audienceat Warren Peace
Sounds of war and peace collided in Hixson Union Building at the annual Warren Peaceconcert. The evening com-
menced with the "war" of musicians playing. Freshman sensation Ryan Darbonne and his band wowed the crowd with
smooth lyrics and talented accompaniment. A rendition of Justin Tirnberlakes "Sexyback received much praise and
applause from the audience.
"The Visiting Hours" provided jazzy and upbeat music which instigated dancing from ska-friendly fans. Providing an
alternative music sound, sophomore Kyle Navis and junior Michael Vanderguissen performed songs including "Yoshimi
Battles the Pink Robots, Pt. 1:'
In the second part of the evening, artists provided a 'peaceful" contrast to the previous sounds. Warren freshmen
Branden Cate, Evan Worden and Tyler Sutherland comprised a ukulele trio, which started off the second half singing
"The Lion SleepsTonight:'
The evening concluded with the gospel choir performing harmonized renditions of "Love" and "Friend of God:'
The audience joined the choir in standing and clapping their hands. "I was impressed with the number of people that
showed up;' said Warren senator Caroline Davis, junior. 'And I was amazed at the quality of the acts:'
Due to time constraints, not every act was able to perform two songs. "Its too bad that we ran short on time, but
I'm glad everyone had a chance to play;' Davis said. Storiesby JanaeBrewster
..
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Tradition
Mac Haunted House provides
Halloween fun on campus
Keeping with years of tradition, the Mac Haunted House scared scores of students brave enough to tour the dorm
on October 24th. Although the lounge of McMillianS sister haii, Baiiard, used to host a waiting area for guests, this
years event added a new twist.
Before ghostiy tour guides led visitors through the eerie haiis, Warren provided a Haiioween-themed costume dance
for guests as they awaited their fate. McMillian Haii Senator Isaac Lutz coiiaborated with Warren leadership to organize
the two-far-one event. Named the "Monster Mash;' the Warren iounge was decorated with cobwebs, blood stains and
bats.
With a DJ keeping tunes and a fog machine pumping throughout the night, groups of students ieft Warren and ven-
tured into the haunted dorm. "They toid us a scary story and then a bioody girl jumped out at us;' said freshman Nicola
Crawford. The haiis featured chainsaw-wielding men, zombies, hanging bodies and preserved corpses. "I screamed the
entire time;' Crawford remembered. "It was reaiiy scary:'
Freshman Lyle Rauh, a Mac resident, dressed as a zombie and scared visitors on the second floor. "We figured out
that people were more scared when we were crawling on the ground;' he said. Even though it meant gelling bruises,
the second floor zombies sacrificed in order to make the haunted house as scary as possible. "It was a little rushed put-
ting everything together;' Rauh said, "But I had a great time:'
-::"rightened Haunted House visitors, junior Amy Anderson, sophomore Kim Henderson, and junIor Karissa
Thomsen creep up the stairs, fearing what could be around the next corner. Photos by Dauid Dennis
A Mac man jumps out from his hiding spot to
scare guests courageous enough to enter the
Haunted House.
Warren Peace/Mac Haunted House ~
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Annual banquet presents guests with international
food and entertainment
An evening filled with vibrant colors, rhythmic music, graceful move-
ments and delicious food entertained and educated the guests of the 21 st
Annual International Banquet.
To begin the evening, guests entered the dining hall and enjoyed a
buffet of international foods. The menu featured food from countries such
as Sweden, Thailand and Austria. "I think that the food was amazing this
year. It was full of spices and flavor. I have heard nothing but good com-
ments about this years banquet;' said senior Holly Fauerso.
After the buffet, a flag procession commenced the start of the enter-
tainment portion of the evening. The Masters of Ceremony, Iveth Canales
and Rashid Gabdulhakov, were introduced. Throughout the evening the
pair kept the audience engaged and laughing as they traveled around the
stage in a cardboard plane, pretending to land in other countries.
Guest speaker Terry McGonigal addressed the audience about the
theme of the event, "Seeking Shalom: To the Ends of the Earth:' McGoni-
gal spoke briefly on the meaning of shalom and what it looks like, espe-
cially on an international level.
The entertainment portion of the evening Included Flamenco dancing,
Native American storytelling, the Lotus Dance of Thailand and a poetry
reading. The Whitworth Hawaiian club performed a dance entitled, "These
Islands;' which told about the beauty of the Hawaiian islands.
During the Cambodian Flute Dance, a technical glitch caused the song
to stop playing halfway through. After a second unsuccessful attempt at
the performance, the audience clapped to the beat and hummed along to
the tune of the song, allowing the dancers to complete their performance.
"We didn't know what to do, but when the gospel choir started hum-
ming and we finished our dance, it was the perfect picture of shalom-peo-
ple helping people;' said Jeremiah Sataraka, sophomore.
The evening closed with a performance from Exceptional Praise,
WhitworthS gospel choir. After singing two songs, the audience lit candles
and listened to a final word about shalom. Story by Janae Brewster
Senior Yukimi Tanaka and Freshman Hiroaki Makino
Hawaiian Club Dancer
Senior Lauren Thompson
Senior Michael Chansavang
International Banquet ~
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Christmasfest decks the halls with Christmas cheer
Christmas time usually provides a season of rest, relaxation, and peace. The
ceiebrations around campus upheld this occasion of good cheer as Christmasfest
2006 swung into full gear. Whether it was enjoying a music performance, drinking
wassailor singing carols with the Robinsons, the season was full of opportunities
for the Whitworth community.
Bill and Bonnie Robinson ushered in the season during the annual Presidents
Christmas reception. Students, faculty, staff and alumni gathered over tables of
cookies and other snacks in celebration of the pending holiday.
Sophomore Geoff Etter enjoyed having festivities planned around campus. "It
provides something fun to iook forwards to during finais time;' Etter said.
The chapel provided a more traditional form of celebration. The candlelight na-
tivity service reminded students and faculty of the real reason for celebration in the
birth of Jesus. Those in attendance received candles while singing "Silent Night" to
symbolize the light Jesus brought into the world.
Sophomore Luke Fletcher was impressed by the student-organized parties
across campus. 'The multitude of Christmas sweater parties was definitely memo-
rable;' Fletcher said.
Another popular event could be heard from the Robinsons' doorstep, where
they invited students to join them for cookies and caroling. Bonnie Robinson ae
companied students on the piano through renditions of anything from "0, Holy
Night" to "Rudolph the Red-NosedReindeer:'President Robinson even delighted
students with his own piano version of "Joy to the World" that was anything but
traditional.
Amongst all the activities lay the traditions of Christmas that many students
found comforting. "I think it is very important to continue the traditions because it
adds a certain spirit to the campus;' sophomore Abby Horner said.
by Joy Bacon
Ballard Christmas Party
Hello Walk
Loreta Hughes reads a Christmas story
Christmasfesi ~
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Students travel all over during spring break
Spring Break gave students a break from the stress of classes and dead-
lines. Some students relaxed while others traveled. The Outdoor Recreation
coordinator sophomore Nate Swenson took eight Whitworth students to
Utah on a whitewater raft trip. The group drove for 15 hours to get to Utah,
and spent the first day in Moab hiking along Slickrock trail in 70 degree
weather. The weather got progressively worse as the trip continued. Wind
almost lifted the boats out of the water and prevented the group from mak-
ing progress, and they also experienced rain, and eventually snow.
On the fourth day of the trip, students encountered amazing rapids.
"The only thing about bigger rapids was that we got more wet, which
was fun, but it was also freezing water and very cold outside, not a good
combination;' said Swenson. Since the weather conditions were harsh, the
campers had to stop, get out of the water, and warm up after experiencing
some minor cases of hypothermia.
The Whitworth Choir toured around Colorado performing a program
called "Songs of Hope, Joy, and Peace" at five different Presbyterian
churches around the state. "One of the interesting parts about the choir
tour is that members from each of the cities opened up their homes to
students for the night:' said junior Rachel Dolan.
Other ~tudents spent their spring break serving others. SERVE coordi-
nator sophomore Kacie Gartland organized a trip to Mexico. The students
spent the week building a house for a family in need. "SERVEs main goal
for bringing students to Mexico was so students would be able to experi-
ence a different part of the world. The experience was designed to give
students a firsthand look at poverty and beauty within a context outside
the United States;' said Gartland. The students also got the opportunity to
know the family they were building the house for. They spent their breaks
playing with the family's children.
Story by Brittney Chapman and Amanda Smith
Junior Lisa Gilham glances over the red rock of Garden
of the Gods in Colorado Springs. Colo. Photo by JJ
Ekin
Students fix a flat tire while on a 10-mile bike ride
just outside of Wenatchee, Wash. Photo courtesy
of Brillney Johnson
Margot Edmiston and Stephanie Augsburger walk along Pismo Beach. Photo courtesy of Margot
Edmiston
Spring Break ~
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Hawaiian Club organizes traditional
After four months of planning, cooking four hundred pounds
of Kahiua pork and practicing hula dancing for hours on end, the
Hawaiian Club pulled off its 37th annual luau April 14.
This year there were about 50 members in the Hawaiian Club,
and all were involved to some extent in the luau. Held in the
Whitworth Fieldhouse, the luau is the club's biggest event of the
year, with over 700 tickets being sold.
Hula and traditional dance practice began in February, at the
beginning of spring semester. Club president senior Cara Bellwood
encouraged all interested students to participate in the dance
performance, so not all dancers were club members. Junior Lacy
Crowder was not a member of the Hawaiian Club, but danced in
three different dances for the luau. "I went to the luau iast year and
I knew I wanted to do something to get involved;' she said. "My
experience has been awesome. I've met lots of people I never would
have met otherwise:'
The group of 50 hula enthusiasts practiced every Saturday and
Sunday for two-and-a-half months, sometimes for up to eight hours
in one weekend. The week before the luau, dancers practiced every
day for three or more hours. Twelve pieces were presented in the
final performance.
Junior Ashley Metcalf, who is from Honolulu, took on the role
of one of four alakais, or hula teachers, for the luau production.
Though this was her first year in the Hawaiian Club, she has danced
for 10 years at a formal hula school and in high school. "My favorite
part of teaching is just the peopie. Everyone's just excited and
wants to help each other," said the first-time teacher.
The other alakais along with Metcalf were juniors Elise Hinrichs
and Andrew Inouye, who was also Hawaiian Club's vice president,
and Doug Herrod, a community member who does not attend
Whitworth.
"Its important to make sure the dances are being done the right
way, not taken lightly or as a joke;' Inouye said. "Its a great way for
me to show what I know, coming from Hawaii, to people from the
mainland:'
All the food to be served, except for the Kahlua pig, was cooked the day of the luau.
"We started at 8 a.m. and cooked all day;' Inouye said.
Inouye and three other students from Hawaii worked with Whitworth alumna Lezlie
Aano, who now works in career services, to organize food preparation. "[Aanojs the brains
behind all the cooking;' Inouye said. "Without her we wduld have no idea what to do:'
The team cooked the Kahlua pork, a dish served at most traditional luaus, almost a
month in advance and then froze it. All the food was cooked in the Sodexho facilities and
the dub had to be flexible to work with Sodexho. Fresh pineapple and flowers were shipped
in from Hawaii the day of the luau to put an authentic and tropical touch on the evening,
Story by Katie Goodell
Top: Freshmen David Kuraya
and Josh Yamaguchi and junior
Rachel Ferguson serve traditional
Hawaiian food to guests.
Above: Matthew Kamada,
graduate student, dances in the
finale to music from "Lllo and
Stitch" and "Reggae Train:'
Photos by Katie Akamine and
Nate Chute
night of entertainment
Hawaiian Luau ~
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The American Cancer Society estimated the lifetime risk of developing
cancer was nearly 1 in 2 for men and 1 in 3 for women. In response to this
growing problem, Whitworth joined the fight.
On April 20, 2007, Whitworth College hosted Relay for Life in the Field-
house. "Relay is a way to do something about cancer, and to show survi-
vors theyre supported;' said freshman participant Justine King. Relay for
Life was a fifteen-hour walk where participants walked all night to symbol-
ize that cancer never sleeps.
"It is nice to see the enormous support from the various aspects of
the Whitworth community;' said Colleges Against Cancer President junior
Amanda Smith, "In the last three years we just keep growing, which leads to
more advocacy and education that ultimately fulfills our purpose:'
At 10 p.m., the lights were shut off and the candle light luminary cer-
emony began. Luminaries represented those who were fighting, had fought,
or lost their battle to cancer. "It helps you understand how incomprehensible
cancer is;' said King. "Every bag equals so many others: family and friends.
And, we haven't even touched the surface of those who have died:'
The rest of the night is spent celebrating life. "The energy level of the
Relay blew me away;' said Smith. Not only was there entertainment all
night, there were also various activities like the cake walk, poker laps, and
Mr. Relay. Mr. Relay was an event where some of the boys were dressed up
like girls by girls. "It was a good humiliating experience;' said senior Joseph
Bookert after being crowned Mr. Relay 2007.
Relay for Life 2007 raised over $24,000 for cancer research.
Story by Charley Brinkman
Freshmen Becky Herington, Whitney Pitts and Caitlin
Richardson walk the track in the Fieldhouse.
.Jlttle boy sits and stares at a luminary for a loved one. Many people felt the emotion of the
irnlnary ceremony since cancer has touched so many lives.
The entertainment begins with the band Keeping Pensylvania
Beautiful as sophomore Joseph Carlson beats his djembe drum.
Entertainment throughout the night helped keep people awake.
Relay for Life
deco de
Springfest takes students
Cinco de Mayo was celebrated on campus as more than
the 1862 victory of Mexico over the French; it was a day to
enjoy warm sunshine ancf free goldfish at Springfest 2007. A
Mexican fiag hung at the entrance and red, white and green
decorations covered the loop and gave students the feeling
of being in downtown Mexico City for the fiesta.
Booths from clubs, organizations and dorms displayed
items or snacks to purchase or to win upon entering vari-
ous raffies. There was a cake walk, the annual Carlson Men
Calendar was on sale and numerous bands could be heard
all over campus, drawing students outside into the sunshine
from their dimly lit dorm rooms. "The booths at Cinco de
Mayo were so interesting that I couldn't leave the loop;' said
freshman Kynda Laufmann.
Activities Coordinator, Senior Thomas Ruble, was in
charge of booking the bands and finding groups to staff the
booths. One key thing was done differently this year. There
were no Springfest shirts on sale for the students and com-
munity members to purchase. Another disappointment on
the otherwise bright day was the mechanical bull. ASWC
rented a mechanical bull that was unable to function despite
many attempts.
The Four Directions Native American Club put on a pow-
wow with surrounding community members, During the
dance, audience members were encouraged to participate.
Springfest was a time to relax in the sun before the inten-
sity of finals and the stress of the end of another school year
began to kick in,
Story by ReneeHuggins
Top: Students stop by the Amnesty
International booth to pick up
information on human rights.
Above: The Four Directions Native
American dub with local Native
musicians, performing a pow-wow.
Left: Freshmen Katie Goodell,
Bethany Hergert and Kelly McCrillis
hang out with their new goldfish
while talking about their next desti-
nation. Photos by Tyler Zuck
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Students assemble for a night of sweet tunes and dancing
The cheering crowd grew in strength as junior Greg George
and sophomore Andrew Dickson entered to the chorus of "Remix
to Ignition:' Mac Hall in Concert fell upon Friday the 13th this year,
but that didn't stop the musicians from getting the crowd ener-
gized. f
Emceeing for the event was current McMillan Senator sopho-
more Isaac Lutz and Senator-elect freshman Michael Harr!.
While retaining the numbers from previous years, this Mac
Hall in Concert also had an added bonus. "This year there was no
admission charged:' Lutz said.
An impressive introduction by sophomore Ben Bonnema put
the crowd in the mood, as he performed, "The Last Polka" by Ben
Folds.
The second act proved to be a treat to the "skank" dancing
community; Mac Man sophomore Derek Kiehn performed in the
ska band The Visiting Hours. "its always nice to have fans skank-
ing:' Kiehn said. "Who doesn't love skanking?"
Keeping Pennsylvania Beautiful performed a set of lighter self-
written acoustic tunes. with a cover song to finish.
Next up was G2 and the Family Band, composed of George,
Dickson, sophomore Colin Skinner and sophomore Jeannette
Procunier. Their one and only piece was an R. Kelly song that
debuted during most of the audience's high school experience.
"I loved it;' freshman fan Christine Barker said, "Greg had pre-
viewed it to us the week before. Thats the only reason I went:'
Inspired by the Whitworth football team this year, junior
Jermane Easterlin under the name "J-Rocl{ performed his own
number "When the Pirates Come Thru" As a rap piece, it showed
the many different styles of musical talent Whitworth students
possessed.
A final instrumental number appeared at the end of the show,
performed by Harri with a five dollar prize to the first person to
name the song correctly. Some recognized it, but found them-
selves unable to remember the exact name.
"I recognized it, but it was hard to place it:' Kiehn recalls.
"The concert as a whole exceeded my expectations;' Lutz said.
''A lot of things just came together. It was beautiful:'
Top: Bassist senior Heather Stevens
rocks out while senior Ben White
maintains the beat.
Above: Sophomores Tyson
Motsenbocker, Nate Swenson and
senior Arthur Hanenburg create a
sense of chill for the crowd.
Left: Sophomore Colin Skinner
keeps the tempo while sophomore
Andrew Dickson bares his soul.
Photos courtesy of Tyler Zuck.


Quiet, caffeine, and comfy couches: a student's favorite combo
As students strolled into Whitworth, new coffee shop they
were greeted with the comforting scent of freshly ground coffee,
the low murmur of other students talking and studying, and the
flickering of a fire in a warmly lit room. Welcome to the Mind and
Hearth.
Changed from the previous coffee stand, Espresso Delights,
affectionately dubbed "Stans", the new Mind and Hearth
combines the same welcoming faces and service with a more
modern, friendly environment that created a satisfying experience.
The new look only took three months to complete. Sophomore
Megan French says that she mainly went there to meet with
friends, and she also thinks "it creates a good place for teachers
to meet with students or as a general meeting place, and helps to
build community" Freshman Nicole Geigers says "I really like the
atmosphere. It feels home like:'
Not only did students notice a change in the HUB with the
new addition, but the workers there have as well. Wendy Ryan,
a sophomore working for the new shop, loves the new area. She
says that it is "super fun, a good environment, and I get to see
friends everyday while working:' She also noted a huge difference
in the amount of people that came to the Mind and Hearth to
hang out. "It seems like more people hang out in here since last
year, and it really helps out the environment;' she says,
Junior Margot Edmiston noted two changes that were made
with the reconstruction. "My favorite thing is the new hours; I like
how its open late and its open early every single day of the week,
and the chairs are comfortable. I really like it because I can sit at
the tables and my feet reach the floor. The tables last year were
too high!"
Co-supervisor Stan Bech called the Mind and Hearth the
"fruition of a vision I had for many years:' He said that he felt as
though he was able to serve students more efficiently, and that
all the feedback he had received had been great. As to how often
students used the new area, Bech said that "ItS full all the time.
Theres never dead time:' Ryan added that "I didn't drink too much
coffee on-campus last year; it wasn't as if I was visiting a coffee
shop, but rather a small out-of-the way place:'
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
Top: Senior Alison Jones reclines in a
che, the fireplace to read her C.S.
Lewis homework.
Above: Plugged into their work, two
Wit. Jrth students make use of the
r 'axed atmostphere and wireless
service to do some homework.
~igl" . oyrups for flavoring coffee line
coffee bar next to a student's
Willer bottle. Photos by JJ Ekin
Mind and Hearth ~
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Top: New signs were added to
Identify all major campus facilities.
ave: A new banner flies high on
"l lamp post along the loop drive.
Right: A four-way stop at the
..aersectron west of the HUB was
added to provide safety for the
residents of Boppell and Duvall as
tt.c y walked toward inner campus.
I"lhOLos by Justin Hancock and
JJ Ekin
campus gave Whitworth a new look
When returning students drove onto campus at the beginning
of the schooi year, the sites were familiar. The flowers were in full
bioom and the towering pine trees stood strong around the ioop.
Friends waved from the sidewaiks and the students realized they
were home again. But with a closer look, one noticed there were
changes scattered around campus.
All summer, Whitworth was working to create a new
look for the campus. According to Greg Orwig, director of
communications, there were a total of 95 new campus Signs:
18 parking lot identifiers, nine directional signs, 39 building
identifications, 24 wall-mounted signs, four pedestrian directories
and the new vehicle directory at the campus entrance as well as
20 banners adorning light poles.
"We wanted to replace the hodgepodge of different signs we
had with a set of consistent attractive signs that would make it
easier for visitors and newcomers to navigate our campus and
find what theyre looking for;' Orwig said.
With studies conducted by consultant Kelly Brandon and a
Whitworth task force, signs were placed at key points to help
visitors in cars and on foot make their way around campus.
The signs cost about $150,000. and the banners, induding the
bracket hardware, cost about $3,500.
Wanting to give a strong first impression for those visiting
the campus, the banners brought some color to the campus and
presented a symbol of excellence consistent with the rest of the
campus buildings and grounds.
"The banners are intended to provide some visual interest and
color to the campus, which will be particularly nice on some of
the drab days of winter;' Orwig said.
The response to the changes was good. "While there have
been a few questions about particular signs or their locations,
the overall reaction to the new signs has been strongly positive;'
Orwig said. "People who regularly deal with visitors are grateful
that it's so much easier to find things on campus:'
Story by Kelly Cullum
Changes Around Campus ~
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celebrates its fourth cadre and first graduatio~ . ::;.
Act Six soared through its fourth year of building community,
reaching and teaching students and staff, and contributing to
campus. Whitworth's first Act Six Cadre graduated from Whit-
worth College in 2007, leaving behind a tremendous impact.
These seniors included Fa'ana Fanene, president of ASWC;
Tiffanie Beatty, president of the Black Student Union; Sha'Nay
McQuirter founder of Whitworth's Gospei Choir; Sreyla Rim,
international club president; Bobby Walston, representative to
off-campus students in ASWC; and L. Denise Randle, Senior Class
Coordinator.
The Act Six program, sponsored by the Northwest Leadership
Foundation in Tacoma and Whitworth College, provided many
students with an incredible opportunity for leadership develop-
ment and education. Act Six director Tim Herron described the
program as a core expression of the mission of the Northwest
Leadership Foundation to encourage, strengthen and develop
leadership for the spiritual and social renewal of the city.
"Picking a cadre of ten-ta-twelve students helps create a sup-
port system while on campus;' said Act Six student and ASWC
president Fanene. According to Herron, Act Six served the
Whitworth community by identifying and empowering emerging
urban leaders who would, in turn use their education, gifts and
passions to love and serve the cities of Spokane and Tacoma. "In
the process we believe that positive transformation is created in
the scholars themselves, on their college campuses and ultimately
in the communities at home;' Herron said,
The name Act Six came from the book of Acts in the Bible.
Acts 6: 1-7 is about the struggles of the early foliowers of Christ.
The church was confronted with ethnic inequality in the distribu-
tion of food. "How the early church responded to inequality in
food distribution could inform how we responded to the clear and
disturbing inequality in the distribution of one of today's most
critical resources; education" said Herron. "At the heart of the
solution was the selection of a cadre of leaders from the affected
minority group that was charged and empowered to work toward
a solution that made way for the dynamic growth in the church:'
Story by Brittney Chapman
Top: Junior Luan Ly, Senior
Michaei Chansavang, Senior L.
Denice Randle and Junior Victoria
Trang hang out in Tacoma, Wash.
Above: Cadre 3. members of
Whitworth's sophomore class, take
a stroll on the boardwalk during a
break in the convention.
Left: The first Cadre to graduate
from Whitworth College, Photos
courlesy of Brittney Chapman.
Thompson and Tlffanie
homore Amaria Price mingle
Act Six National Convention
• Wash. Photo courtesy of
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ASWC changes to ASWU and takes on tough topics
The Associated Students of Whitworth College encountered
many challenges within the assembly. The council talked about
changes to take place after the university name change and also
dealt with issues of race effecting the campus.
On March 5, 2007, ASWC held a vote on name changes
and a proposal for representation based on zones instead of
residences. The name change passed and in the fall of 2007,
ASWC would become the Associated Students of Whitworth
University (ASWU). The change from senators to zones did not
pass, so dorm senators would remain unchanged.
"The purpose of the proposal was both to refocus ASWC
as a governing body and to streamline decision making,"
Whitworth ian editor-in-chief, senior Peter Smelser said. Smelser
had proposed the changes.
Another issue that emerged was the March resignation of
Senior Delia Orosco, cultural event coordinator. This resignation
came after a series of Whitworth ian stories about racial issues
hit the campus. Her letter was included in the March 30,
2007, edition of The Whitworth ian and Orosco stated, "I am
submitting this letter so the entire community will have a better
understanding of how hurt I have been by our community:'
ASWC held a meeting to discuss how they could reunite the
campus again. The ASWC planned on being more open and
sympathetic to the issues of race and minority. Dayna Coleman-
Jones, associate dean of student life, commented, "[Race] is
a tough issue and if anyone has figured it out, they should be
President of the United States. We all personally need to work at
unity. This is not just a Whitworth issue, but it is everywhere:'
Along with the council shift, events and coordinators within
ASWC were shifted as well. Committees were formed to help
keep media in check and Activities Coordinator senior Thomas
Ruble changed the concert scene as well (See story on page 47).
Story by Renee Huggins
Top: Senior Thomas Ruble
gestures emphatically about his
upcoming concerts coming to the
Whitworth campus.
Above: Senior Class Coordinator
L. Denice Randle talks about
important dates for senIor activities
while sophomore Kendra Hamilton
listens.
Left: Assebly members listen to
senators give dorm updates during
the meeting on February l qth.
Photos by Jessica Carrier
ASWC Leadership ~
Hosanna stretches outside the
Hosanna nudged students out of their comfort zones as
another year of campus worsl)ip experimented with new ways
to honor God. "We wanted people to get outside the box. to not
get stuck in a routine;' Hosanna co-leader, senior Keith Peter-
son said. Peterson, along with co-leader, senior Katie Stewart,
tried to integrate alternative worship styles into each week.
In one case, Jubilation led students in worship through basic
movements. Another week, Exceptional Praise gospel choir
performed high-energy music to expose students to a different
style of worship. In yet another attempt to create a different
atmosphere, one evening of Hosanna was spent in contempla-
tive worship.
"A lot of times Hosanna is an opportunity for students to take
a pause in their week;' Stewart said. "Many people are crav-
ing a chance to stop and refocus:' Walters was grateful for the
chance to worship as a community. "It is a time to worship God
with beautiful music and people who want to give themselves to
God;' Walters said. Peterson commented that his love for shar-
ing Gods Word was always a motivation for leading Hosanna.
"Proclaiming the truth of God never gets old;' Peterson said. "Its
a chance to speak new life over our hearts and the hearts of
those who attend. Its refreshing:'
Young Life was another Christian group on campus which
continued to spread Christs word. Members of the Young Life
teams chose to spend their year in two Village buildings naming
them the Young Life theme houses. The men took over Shalom
and renamed it the Manastery. The women inhabited Keola
and renamed it Estro-dome. The theme houses offered a place
where the leaders could bond and plan activiites for their weekly
meetings.
Young Life leaders were placed in high schools around Spo-
kane to help teach students about Christ. Another branch of
Young Life, called Wyld Life, placed leaders in middle schools.
Story by Joy Bacon
t Top: Junior Jessea Eriksson and
Senior Kalan! lrancn lead a group
of students on a Tuesday night.
Photo by Li Bowie
Middle: Sophomores Brooke Riehl,
Daniel Davis and Bonnie Robinson
talk after hours about school, life
and Jesus.
Photo by Jesse Clark
Left: Students worship at Hosanna.
Photo by Li Bowie


Whitworth changed a lot over the year and Half-Past Nine was no
exception. Traditionally, Half-Past Nine was a recurring weekly activity
that brought in live music, comedy or a movie every Thursday at 9:30
p.m. This year, ASWC Activities Coordinator Thomas Ruble strove to
change that.
"Half-Past Nines don't exist;' Ruble said. "I've been trying to kill them
all year:'
The change gave ASWC more flexibility for booking live
entertainment. Ruble said that limiting activities to Thursdays was
problematic because the best way to book bands and comedians was
to catch them on tour.
"You need flexibility. Thursday at 9:30 isn't always the best time to
do events. You miss out on so many good things;' Ruble said.
In previous years, much of the activities budget was spent on flying
entertainment in for a Thursday performance. Instead, Ruble preferred
to be flexible to the artists' schedules and saved the flight money to
bring in better quality activities.
Some highlights this year were Ramon Cordova, Loch Lomond and
Dave Bazan, formerly known as Pedro the Lion.
Even better, more people showed up, according to Ruble.
"Attendance has been much larger than last year. It feels like the
activities are reinventing themselves. As the year goes by word of
mouth gets around and people trust that these foreign films [and other
events) will be good," said Ruble.
"It is a time for students to take advantage of being a student. This
is a school. You pay tuition, and in return you get good, but deceptively
free s__ t. My goal has been to present stimulating opportunities to
students they would not get anywhere else:'
Sophomore Jennifer Ingersoll welcomed the changes this year.
"[Ruble] has really brought a more diverse group of people together by
bringing more diverse bands in;' Ingersoll said.
Whitworth students aren't the only ones who have noticed the
change. Spokane area music fans also welcomed the new variety
offered.
"There have been more kids off campus coming for shows;' Ingersoll
said.
Whitworth music events are routinely written up in local
publications, including the Spokesman Review and The Inlander.
"The whole Spokane music community started to get giddy about
the Whitworth music scene;' Ruble said. He even overheard one student
say Whitworth was finally catching up to Whitman in terms of good
concerts.
"This year it has been about bringing something new, something
different;' Ruble said. "Who wants to watch a Nicolas Cage movie at
school?" Story by Tyler Tupper
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ASWC revamps design for late-night student activities
Top: Students rush to buy t-
shirts, CDs and buttons after the
Loch Lomond show.
Photo By Justin Hancock
Above: David Bazon sings to a
packed house. Bezon brought
in the largest crowd of the year,
inc:luding students from Tri-Cities.
Photo By Nate Chute
Right: Whitworth students pack
the HUB to hear Loch Lomond,
an lndie-folk outfit from Portland.
Photo by Justin Hancock
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The last grad;; of ~ hit worth College ero;;;;the ;;tage
As the audience filed into the Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena on May
20th, the beautifui sound of the Wind Symphony filled the cavernous space.
The ceremony began with a welcorne by President Bill Robinson. Robinson
talked directly to the graduates when he explained that they have big dreams
and the people here support their dreams. He insisted that all of the graduates
should continue to work hard to meet their dreams.
Theology professor Karin Heller biessed the ceremony and the gradu-
ates with the invocation. Then, speaker Dale Soden presented the History of
Whitworth College and the Future of Whitworth University. The speech and
slideshow of historic photos showed WhitworthS beginning, where it is now,
and the journey in between.
Senior class coordinator Lawanda Denice Randle was selected to give a speech at graduation. She gave her own
opinion on President RobinsonS "Truth and Grace" speeches when she talked about the cost of grace and power of
truth. She explained that grace and truth doesn't end today, the graduates need take grace and truth with them. She
concluded, "Class of 2007, hang on, the journey is just beginning:'
The senior choir members took the stage for a final performance with the Whitworth Choir. Under the direction of
Marc Hafso, the choir performed Sicut Cervus and This Little Light of Mine.
Noah Patterson then walked to the podium to give his nostalgic speech. He talked a lot about the community of
Whitworth. He explained when he was a freshman and he didn't know how to get to Hawthorne Hall, he just knocked
on President Bill Roblnsons door and asked for directions. He congratulated the graduates and encouraged them to
seek shalom as they continue. I
Krystal Newman and Michael Carlson were the recipients of the Servant Leadership Award for their service through-
out their years at Whitworth. Then President Robinson awarded Ben Tkach and Leah Silvieus the Presidents Cup for
acquiring a perfect 4.0 throughout all of their classes.
As the last class of Whitworth College walked across the stage, each member shook President Bill Roblnsons hand
and picked up a diploma as family and friends cheered loudly in support. The theatre majors were the last group to
cross the stage. They took a final bow together.
President Robinson then announced and congratulated Ron Pyle and Karin Heller for receiving the most influential
professor award. Michael Le Roy gave the benediction and asked everyone to stand for the Alma Mater. The arena
filled with the sound of the Whitworth College Alma Mater sung for the last time.
Story by Amanda Smith
A line of professors clap in congratulations for the graduating seniors of the Class of 2007. President Bill Robinson awards senior Ben Tkach the Presidents
Cup for completing his Whitworth education with a 4.0 GPA.
Commencement

As of July 1, 2007, Whitworth College will go down In history as Whit-
worth University leads on to build its future. The campus will continue to
change physically to accompany the titular Change. Soon, there will no lon-
ger be frisbee in the Loop because of the new intramural field. New build-
, ings will go up where old ones came down and with every new season, the
campus, community and students wjll continue to grow on a variety of
levels.
One thing that has changed from year-to-year, here at Whitworth as
wellas many other colleges, is tuition. For this academic school year,
tuition for a full-time undergraduate was $17,800. However, in Kiplinger's
Personal Finance magazine, which lists The 50 Best Values in Private
Universities, Whitworth ranked 32nd as of Marth 2007. •
Seniors remember when Duvall was not even an idea and when peopl~
lived in Beyond. There were six buildings in the Village and we could play
frisbee on the loop. Stan had every students order memorized and Core
150 was held in the Chapel. More parking was added between Mac Hall
and Graves Gym, yet there was s!Jl1never a spot open. Over foar years
seniors have experienced both physical and spiritual change. .
As we embark on the many ~dventures that our Jives hold for us, I
hope we will always remember Whitworth College now and share it wIth
the future Whitworthians who will one day walk upon a completely differ-
ent campus than we have and who will need to be reminded of where they
come from.
Renee Huggins
Features Editor 2005-07 V
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enaming the school whil
As the college planned to move forward and become a university on July 1, changes
related to the impending name alteration weren't easily noticeable at Whitworth. The year
2007 became the last year of Whitworth College, and the school slowly but surely eo
cepted the beginning of Whitworth University.
The technical differences between a college and university could sometimes
go unnoticed in America, but the name switch was sure to bring about changes
in the international community.
"In most places around the world, the college label refers to secondary
schools;' said Greg Orwig, director of communications, "even if an interna-
tional student recognizes the college' label can refer to a post-secondary
school in the U.S., they may be hesitant to have that put on their tran-
script:'
While Whitworth met the criteria to be a university according to the
Carnegie Classification of Institutions, it was believed by some that a
name change would have little effect, since other well-known schools,
such as Boston College or Dartmouth, still retain the college moniker.
"International students are undoubtedly important assets to the Whit-
worth community, but I remain unconvinced by this argument;' senior
Nich Fox argued in the Whitworth ian Opinions section. "Students seeking
study-abroad opportunities would be foolish to dismiss Whitworth solely on
the basis of the college title:'
Posters, in the HUB, advertising next years leadership positions (which
included the new name) occupied students' attention. Some transfer students,
including incoming Sophomore Barrett Urness, thought the differences between
Whitworth College and Whitworth University rather minimal. "To be honest, I noticed
no differences:'
"This change is intended to clarify who we are, not change who we are. The 'university'
name recognizes what we have become in terms of our structure, mix of degree programs and
position in the marketplace. But it doesn't signify plans to significantly grow enrollment, expand gradu-
ate rograms or compromise the warm, interpersonal culture for which Whitworth is known," Orwig said. "It feels
tha made t and are moving forward." Story by Jesse Pritchard
EDUCAT ION
Right: A design for the senior
sweatshirt illustrates the final
class of Whitworth College
and the change to Whitworth
University.
Below: The college entrance
sign greets its last students in
the spring before changing to
Whitworth University in July
2007. Photo courtesy of www.
whitworth. edu
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A new twist to Whitworth's tradition
King BUiRobinson prevailed in the fall piay Pirates of
Penzance, directed by theatre professor Rick Hornor. For the
first time in recent memory the fall play was soid out for the
first three nights of production. The play, a Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta, was a comedy about pirates, in general, and i~c1uded a
little historical knowiedge of Whitworth. There was even a song
about mighty King Bill.
Twenty-two actors and twenty-plus cast members behind
stage, not all of which were members of the theatre department,
participated in the production of the play. The cast began
working on the play at the beginning of the school year,
rehearsing for about four-to-five hours a day, six days a week.
The backstage crew members were responsible for stage
management, props, costumes and makeup. "We ran a tight
ship, [and] we paid attention to detail early on;' Hornor said.
The play told the story of Fredric, a boy who was apprenticed
to pirates instead of pilots due to a miscommunication between
his father and nurse. After his apprenticeship is fulfilled. Fredric
leaves behind the pirates and the nurse, to lead a better life. He
then falls in love with one of the daughters of the Major General.
"Pirates was ridiculous! I had a blast playing the Master Major
General. It was a chance to get my goofy on and not have the
director tell me to pull back. The cast was amazing;' senior Ben
White said. An ode to president BUiRobinson was threaded into
the performance through the ending and the song, "I am the Very
Model of a Modern Major General," also performed by White and
the entire cast. The lyrics of the song incorporated Whitworth
traditions that included food at Saga, virgin pinecones and the
narne-mernortzation-ablllty of Robinson.
A humorous hit, the fall play entertained the Whitworth
community. Freshman Becca Rison commented, "It was so
funny, it kept me laughing throughout the whole play. It was
amazing"
Story by Casey Zander
Top: Mastor Major General talks
to daughters about the dangers of
the pirates,
Above: The police in search of
the Pirate King.
Right: The banner displaying the
triumphant King Bill.
Photos by Jesse Clark
Fall Play ~

Spring play brings emotions to life
An early May morning at a family owned orchard in
Russiawas the setting for the first scene of the spring
theatre production of The Cherry Orchard by Autou
Chekov. The second week of March, director Diana
Trotter brought together the group of actors and crew to
make the performance a memorable experience for the
Whitworth audience. Freshman Beth Bissell said "I could
feel the struggles that the family was going through:'
According to Chekov, this play was a comedy;
however, heartbreaking emotions filled the stage as the
actors portrayed the deep struggles intertwined in moving
away from home.
The audience witnessed this passion as the actors
performed with tears in many of the scenes. Freshman
Shawna Nordman admitted that the emotions were
"difficult at first:' because of the character being much
different than her, but said her favorite experience was
closing night. "I realized how much I had grown as an
actress during the run:' Nordman said. "Diana ... really
heips you find a part of yourself that you didn't really
know you had:'
Another aspect that brought this play to life was the
set, which sent the audience to the time of the play. The
scenery set an antique time aspect, while the costumes lit
up the stage with their richness. Some scenes were even
added a touch of mystery when background music crept
up, seemingly out of nowhere.
Story by Jewel Roach
Top: Juniors Kaliene Roth and
Joshua Sawtell share a loving
moment with their characters.
Above: Senior Ben White adds
music to the play with a classy
guitar solo.
Right: Senior Alicia Dayl
demonstrates her skills with
card tricks for Senior Matt Park.
Photos by Justin Hancock
and JJ Ekin
The Cherry Orchard ~
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Students trek across the globe in four-week study tours
In January 2007, 363 students traveled to 23 destinations covering 11
countries. For many, it was more than a trip. It transformed the perspective
they have on life and the world.
This year, students had the opportunity to study in places such as
Britain, Turkey, France, Switzerland, India, Mexico, New York, Washington,
D.C., and Hawaii, to name a few.
Junior Anna Zedekar traveled around India on the International Business
tour. "Jan Term served as a way for me to get to experience a whole new
culture and a whole new way of life and meet a whole bunch of great
people. For me, Jan Term wasn't just taking a class; it was getting to experience the world in a way that was both
educational and fun. Visiting India was a life-changing experience;' Zedekar said.
Leah Motz visited New York and Washington, D.C., on the Media Impact tour. She and 11 other students met with
several high-ranking Industry professionals and learned how the current media environment is changing and the impact
it has on consumers. "Jan Term was an unforgettable experience. It was an opportunity to meet with professionals in
my chosen career field and hear firsthand the challenges and rewards found In the world of journalism;' Motz said.
Study tours were not the only thing to do over Jan Term. Many students chose to stay on campus and took a class
that fulfilled a general education requirement. "I think its helpful to get [a class] out of the way that you don't necessarily
like;' junior Caley Ochoa said.
Other students simply extended their winter vacation to six weeks, making more time to visit friends and family.
Senior Thomas Ruble and junior Miles Hewitson created their own version of a "study tour:' "We packed into a Honda
Civic and drove 8000 miles in a circle around the country, hitting about 30 states and a few provinces in Canada;' Ruble
said, reflecting on his trip. "We drove from Seattle to San Francisco then to New York and back through Chicago [and]
saw how enormous and majestic this one country actually is;' Ruble said. "We found the remaining bits of virtue that
make this country great:'
For many students, Jan Term wasn't just about learning. It was about the experience and the relationships built along
the way. "Iloved traveling and getting to know people who I might not interact with on a dally basis otherwise. I feel
that I built lasting friendships on the trip and learned many things that will be invaluable when I'm looking to enter the
workplace;' Motz said. Story by Tyler Tupper
Junior Beth Indahl talks with Indian children at an
after-cere facility for children abandoned by their
amtltes in Mumb. Photo courtesy of Usa Allen
Seniors Nathan Harrison and Erin Kabusreiter and
sophomore Joy Bacon overlook Manhattan while
walking across the Brooklyn Bridge during the Me-
dia Impact on the Contemporary U.S. study tour.
Photo courtesy of Tyler Tupper
Junior Brook Bassett pets the goat that senior
Ashley Wilson holds outside a village in Hyderbad,
India. Photo courtesy of Usa Allen
Jan Term Trips ~
One of 19 students to participate in the 2007 France Study Pro-
gram, Sophomore Abby Hornor embraced the chance to tour France
and engage in the culture. "I have studied French since 6th grade
and have always wanted to go to France .. .! thought the Study Tour
was a great way to see a lot of France as well as refine my language
skills," she said.
For three months, students traveled around France, staying in
cities such as Saverne, Paris, and Nice. They also spent some time
in Caen, Normandy, and were given a week for Spring Break, just as
students at Whitworth were.
One of the ways the students interacted with the country was by
participating in homestays, where the students lived with a French
family for a few weeks at the beginning of the trip. "The homestays
were awesome. I stayed with a lovely family who practically adopted
me for two weeks, and were very accommodating and welcoming,"
said Junior Stefan Robinson.
The students immediately became immersed in the French cul-
ture. Upon arriving at their host families houses, they drank multiple
glasses of wine before dinner even began and had to speak with the
families entirely in French. They also dealt with the lack of personal
hygiene that they were used to as a norm in the United States, such
as not washing their hands before eating and placing food directly
on the tables. "It was more the subtle differences that were shock-
ing, because our cultures can seem so similar on the surface," said
Sophomore Megan French.
The professors leading the program stressed becoming involved
in the French culture to the students. "Students need to talk to
people using their French language skills regardless of their level
of proficiency ... to try new foods, attend cultural events and try to
understand the world from French points of view," said Professor
Mike Ingram.
Professor Carol Smucker has helped lead the program, which
runs every third year, since 2001. "Perhaps one of the most valuable
lessons is breaking down stereotypes of all sorts: that the French
are not 'all' this or that, and that many images the French have of
Americans are just generalizations" said Smucker.
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
Top: Students study on a street in
Paris. The program spent nearly a
month exploring the City of Love.
Photo cowtesy of Cam Tu Nguyen
Above: Sophomore Abby Hornor
works on a sidewalk. The students
had multiple presentations in differ-
ent classes while they were abroad.
Photo courtesy of Cam Tu Nguyen
Left: Lounging on "De Paris," stu-
dents spend one of their afternoons
relaxing in a park. Photo courtesy
of Katrina Wheeler
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KWRS
Continues to entertain the campus as
Whitworth's Pirate Radio
Music, 19705
100 years holding strong
Whitworthian is the longest operating
student media
News, 19505
mite mhitluorthian
THE STUDENT VOICE OF WHITWORTH COLLEGE SINCE 1905
Whether documenting dorm life with
the click of a camera, interviewing a
faculty member about a current event
or broadcasting a new song over KWRS
airwaves, students involved in the van-
ous media programs strove to capture,
inform and entertain the college corn-
munity.
KWRS, or WhitwortlTi'irate Radio,
provided a unique blend of musical
genres and allowed about 80 students
the chance to broadcast their own
choice of music throughout the year.
Student DJs participated in radio class
one night each week and were given the
opportunity to host weekly or biweekly
radio shows. Participants appreciated
the relaxed atmosphere of the radio
station, as well as a great learning
experience. "I learned a lot about the
technical aspects, how to speak over
the radio, and just to have fun with it,
too, which is a big part of the class" said
senior Seth Wall, a DJ for all eight of his
semesters at Whitworth.
Radio General Manager Ben Leigh-
ton, senior, said that he mainly wanted
the radio station to provide amusement
and enjoyment to the student DJs and
the listeners, "Its all about fun times and
information;' he said.
The production of the Neislhi, the
Whitworth yearbook, was a year-long ef-
fort by six student editors and about 20
staff writers. They worked together to
create a collaboration of photos, stories
and memories of 2006-07. The year-
book staff also met weekly and learned
about interview techniques, writing
style, and elements of design, Sports ed-
itor junior Ali Hudak said that working
with the team of writers and close-knit
group of editors was an entertaining
and beneficial experience. Yearbook of-
fered realistic publication experience to
participants, she said. "Its fun to watch
the writers grow and improve over the
course of the semester and the year;'
Hudak said. "Yearbook allows you to
take your writing skills to another level"
Junior Amanda Smith served as Edl-
tor-in-Chief for the second year in a row.
"Amanda is a wonderful leader;' said
freshman staff writer Charley Brinkman.
"Shes very positive, encouraging, and
motivates us to do our best work:'
The campus newspaper, The Whit·
worthian, was put together weekly by a
team of 13 editors and about 45 design-
ers, staff writers, and photographers.
"Generally the rapport in the newsroom
in pretty light-hearted;' junior humor col-
umnist Daniel Walters said. "We work
well together;'
The newspaper aimed to represent
the student voice and published news
and opinions on campus, local and glob-
al issues of interest to students. Senior
Editor-in-Chief Peter Smelser said the
simple goals of The Whitworthian were
to get out a quality paper every week
in order to keep students informed and
keep student government accountable.
"I've been really impressed with the con-
tent of the paper this year;' said Smeiser,
who has been involved in newspaper for
four years, and an editor for three and a
half. "Its been steadily improving, which
is a reflection of the staff and their com-
mitment to quality?
Story by Katie Goodman
Media ~
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Senior performances and art exhibit show results of hard work
The moment came and went. After much stress, practice,
anticipation, and hard work, seniors in the Theater, Music, and
Art departments completed their senior projects.
Coming up with 50 minutes of music was not so easy for
composition major, senior Jeff Wirth. "I wrote each piece with
certain sounds in mind;' Wirth said. Having to write the music
and then work with others to perform it made it even more
difficult.
To make it easier to choose songs for her voice performance,
senior Kristin Tewell decided to pick a theme. "This way you look
like yoLire telling a story rather than standing up there singing
22 individual songs. Tewell said, "Watching the performance
becomes so much more enjoyable."
Nerves were also a large part of these projects. Senior Keith
Petersen had a lot of fear and anxiety about his performance, but
had much encouragement from family and friends. Petersen also
found a great way to get his mind off ot his nerves the day of his
performance. "When the day came, I went for a hike SDI could
do somethinq physical and get my mind off of the 45 minutes of
memorized piano music;' said Petersen.
Senior Katherine Busz made a piece about honoring women
titled tnuincibic WDman. "I created this piece to celebrate all Df
the amazing women I have known, and my hope was that we
would be able to communicate that passion and admiration to
the audience;' Busz said. Her piece combined story, poetry, and
dance to celebrate what it means to be female.
The Senior Art Exhibit was another great finish. Each piece
had its own unique qualities. A piece by Jeanine Douglass made
fun of the well-known Whitworth concept of "Ring by Spring."
And a piece by Lindsey Maloney also had that same kind of air
by making fun of D.T.R.s (Define the Relationship Conversations).
Story by Connie Collins
Top: Freshman Aubrie Ekman
looks at a piece of art in the
Koehler Gallery.
Photo by Thomas Robinson
Above: Senior Kristin Tewell is
grateful for the wonderful work
of her accompanist, Beverly
Rhodes, during her voice recital.
Photo by Connie Collins
Right: Students perform
in Senior Katherine Busz'
Invincible Woman.
Photo by Connie Collins
Senior Performances ~
To kick off the theatre year, Frosh On Stage performed a
dysfunctional spin on classic fairy tales. They performed the play
"Happily Never After," which took classic couples like Cinderella
and her Prince Charming, and showed what marriage could be
like after the story ended. The freshmen actors got their first stage
experience in college and ended up performing to a maxed out
audience. Freshman Kathleen Pulhman, who played Cinderella,
said, "this experience was amazing ... It was nice to have people
backing you up, telling you that you are good enough to be in the
shows, while you are faced with all of the amazing talent already
here in the theatre department"
Many of the actors that were in Frosh On Stage also got the
chance to be part of the Festival of One Acts. Senior theatre
students chose a play and were given the experience of directing.
Some of the short plays were packed with controversial topics
and unique ideas, while others were simple-yet -confusing com-
edies that left audience members wondering what just happened.
Directors also got to experience the joy of casting their plays
through auditions. With many students auditioning, it was not an
easy task; however those that were chosen performed the plays
flawlessly. The experience was a "valuable and rewarding" one,
Senior Katherine Busz said. "I am still friends with everyone in my
cast, and I learned skills that will help me in whatever I choose to
do with my life:'
Just before the end of the fall semester, everyone was able to
enjoy a comedic show and relax the tension before exams. The
show was the competition between the improv class, "On the
Spot Players" and Whitworth's own improv group, "Cool Whip."
The show featured sidesplitting laughter that left the audience feel-
ing like they had just finished an hour of crunches. The compet-
ing teams filled Stage IIwith hilarious rivalries, amusing gags, and
comedy that came out of nowhere. The scoreboard nipped sides
all night until Cool Whip finally claimed the victory. The team
might have been excited for the win, but the real fun was the ex-
perience the audience received from the outrageous, flamboyant
comedians, Story by Jewel Roach
Top: Freshman Jess Liles and junior
Amy Bernard are performing the
game "columns:' Photo by Nate
Chute
Middle: Freshman Kevin Johnson
gets frustrated when he finds his
Sleeping Beauty, freshman Shawna
Nordman, does nothing but sleep all
day. Photo by Breanne Durham
Left: Cool Whip exits the night by
falling down dead after finishing their
lines in the game "chain murder"
Photo by NaLe Chute
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Senior Andrew Knapp lays down a sweet bass line.
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The Whitworth Jazz Ensemble "Gets to it"
A group that had been selected several times to perform at the Ail-North-
west and Ail-State Music Educators Festivals, was the top-scoring band at
the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival eight times in the last 18 years, and had
been listed in Jazz Times magazine as one of the best in the U.S. only gave
a hint at the talent that resided in the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble.
This year, the ensemble made up of 20 individuais had several
successes.The highlight of the year for many was playing with Robin Eu-
banks. "Playing with Robin Eubanks was amazing. He's the best performer
I've ever seen or played with;' said freshman Pat Absalonson. Eubanks, a
Grammy-winning trombonist, visited Whitworth's own Cowles Auditorium on
November 11 to play with the ensemble. Freshman Oliver Walter described
the nights experience as "remarkable:' The performance with Eubanks drew
a large crowd and gave the Ensemble a chance to share their gifts with feilow
students and gain experience playing with a well-known musician.
Three months later, on February 22, the ensemble traveled to Moscow,
Idaho, to compete in the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival, one of the most
competitive in the Northwest. After placing second the past two years, Whit-
worth feil short of repeating their status. They received third place honors
and improved as a group since last year, according to Dan Keberle, Director
of Jazz Studies. "Like most college music majors they practice a lot and are
improving everyday .. the band is better than last years;' said Keberle, who
has directed at Whitworth for the past 18 years.
Whitworth participated in 12 jazz performances this year, including the
Ail-Northwest Festival in Portland. Story by Nicole Howell
Freshman Oliver Walter plays the head to Nutuille
during the Eubanks performance.
Juniors Brian Stevens and Katie Tremayne play along with the rest of the trumpet section.
Jazz Ensemble ~
•••
The Wind Symphony demon-
strated their talents as musi-
cians during the fall concert
performance, Escapes, in Cowles
Auditorium. Photos by Breenne
Durham
Wind Symphony ~
Bursting forth, the trumpet section lends it's musi-
cal talents to create a harmonious sound.
The percussion section keeps the beat while the Senior Nicole Montoya plays bass clarinet in the
xylophone player adds a melodic tune to the group first fall concert at Whitworth.
Wind Symphony lets the audience float away on a musical journey
Enticing music streamed from the instruments of musicians and filled the auditorium with an alluringsound. The sound effortlessly floated off the sheet music into audience ears. The array of musicalinstruments blended into an unforgettable harmony that eased itself into the soul. The musicians were
seated calmly on stage, tracking the hand movements of their conductor Richard Strauch, who signaled the
transition from one piece to the next.
Whitworth Wind Symphony was a select 50-member ensemble of wind and percussion instrumentalists
that focused on presenting musical literature through traditional and contemporary pieces. Each year, the dis-
played their musical talents through several concerts on-and-off campus. Junior Melody Fisher stated "a main
purpose for participating in the ensemble was that I can share my love of music with others and music was
always something that I have been involved with:'
The Wind Syrnphonys first performance, simply entitled Escapes, captivated the audience with traditional
pieces such asAwayday, 0 Cool is the Valley, Gazebo Dances, Stomp Igor, Paris Sketches, and Vientos
y Tangos. For a brief moment in time that Sunday afternoon, members of the audience allowed their minds
to escape to the sounds of the soothing ensemble. Sophomore Obejsanjo Quarless said 'music was a different
type of connection you can have with people and audiences:'
The Wind Symphony was recognized as one of the outstanding college wind ensembles of the region.
Due to the recognition and WhitworthS reputation, an invitation was extended to the Symphony to makes
its third concert appearance at All-Northwest. The MENC (Music Educators Northwest Concert) All-North-
west Honor Group, held in Portland, Ore., February 14-18, was a four-day conference at which select wind
and jazz ensembles perform. It was an opportunity for Whitworth to showcase talents as student-musi-
cians for interested music educators from all over the Northwest. Freshman Lindsay Johnston stated "we
practiced this set of music all first semester and it was an honor to be invited to perform at All-Northwest:'
Story by StaceyRose
Junior Mary Trotter plays the
accompaniment for the Whitworth
choir during a spring performance
in the chapel. Trotter was also a
member of the choir. Photo by
Thomas Robinson
Senior Courtney Powell, and sophomores Ben
Bonnema and Sarah Moyer, scale the rocks in the
Garden of the Gods in Colorado Springs.)
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Teamwork of choirs produce music and friendships
At St. Augustine Church in Spokane, the location of their spring concert
in April, Whitworth choir sang in front of a full audience. The sound of the
choir was unified, as if each member was singing together to create one
voice. President of Whitworth choir, senior Kristen Tewell, explained that
the blended harmony of voices is one of her favorite aspects of choir. Tewell
said, "I love the moments when the whole choir is singing to create one ef-
fect. One sound, one voice, one text. It's amazing how music can touch the
lives of the audience and performers alike:' The love of music, the talent of
the students, and the directors made choir an impressive activity for many
students.
Whitworths choirs were made up of the Whitworth choir, the Womens
choir and the Mens choir. Whitworth and MenSchoir were directed by Marc
Hafso while the Wornens choir was directed by Debbie Hansen. All three au-
ditioning choirs sang at local churches, chapel, and toured Seattle, while the
Whitworth choir toured throughout Colorado. The choir not only performed,
they also got a chance to discover the beauties of Colorado. They went on a
cograil train ride to the top of Pikes Peak and visited the Garden of the Gods
in Colorado Springs. They also toured the Air Force Adacdemy and spent a
snowy free day in Boulder where some members hiked, skiied or shopped.
All choir members shared the love of singing. Wornens choir director,
Debbie Hansen said, "The women have a really good community and they
enjoy making music together, too:' Through this community found in choir,
senior Michael Curry said, "Since we meet for an hour every weekday and
tour at least once a year, the relationships made in choir run deep. Some of
my best friends are from choir:' Everyday when students come in the choir
room to practice they were able to drop their books and backpacks and im-
merse themselves into the music they loved. Story by Claire Hillis
Choir ~
Senior Jennifer Ahre
.c
~
Junior Ryan Hirsch
Creating a
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Visiting artists enhance the art community
Created by Associate Professor of Art Scott Kolbo with a grant from the
National Endowment for the Arts, Whitworth's Loop Press started in 2003 to
construct a positive experience in the arts for print-making students by bringing in
local as well as national artists. This program allowed students to work along side
and learn from a professional artist as well as work as an assistant in the process
of duplicating the art with print-making techniques. The artist was able to create
original works of art while the students gained the experience and knowledge of
work with a professional artist. "The greatest thing about this experience is that
our students gained an understanding of what its like to be a professional artist;'
said Kolbo.
Last spring the college brought in Esme Guenthuer, a Whitworth alumna with
whom Kolbo worked with when he first began teaching. He said it was, "... fun to
watch her go out to grad school and then come back as a professional artist.'
This fall the Loop Press artist was Brooklin, New York artist Jose Parla, one of
the more famous artists to be a part of Whitworth's Loop Press. Kolbo said that
Parla was "a dynamic, fun, down-to-earth, and generous person to have, He taught
our students a lot and was very open with them:' Parla was one of the artists who
participated in the Miami Basel, which is the American sister event of Art Basel in
Switzerland: one of the most important annual art shows worldwide for the past 37
years.
The Parla prints created at Whitworth were sent to Miami for the event and
sold at the art show. This program was a wonderful experience for students which,
for Kolbo, makes it a success, "The big goal [of art] is to help students understand
the stories of different cultures:' said Kolbo. Through the Loop Press students have
had opportunities to explore different cultures through the work of visiting artists.
by Kelsey Merriman

the. •Excitement
of ance
Creative expression through movement
Dance is a form of expression using the entire body. The art has gained popu-
larity at Whitworth quickly. With dance a fairly new minor at the school, more and
more students were taking dance classes offered at Whitworth. Jubilation was also
a great opportunity for students to use dance as an outreach and blessing to oth-
ers. Students used it as a way to express their worship and gain community with
others. Swing and Lindy Hop, Musical Theater Dance and Tap were a few of the
dance styles available as classes to students this year.
A new dance class this year was Beginning Tap, taught by Judy Mandeville.
The class was great fun for her. "My greatest joy in teaching the class is watching
students catch the 'tap bug", Mandeville said. The "tap bull, as she described it,
was when students found themselves tapping at random times for no reason.
Tap class helped Freshman Renee Dudley become more confident in herself.
She realized she was capable of learning new things she never considered. "I think
the class is really fun, and I would like to try other types of dance classes:' she said.
Jubilation also gained student interest this year. Jubilation classes were held
once a week in the ballet loft, except for Tap, which was at Stage II. Anyone could
participate, regardless of experience. The classes were completely student-run
and choreographed. Because it was not a regular academic class, those who went
showed a true love for dance.
Many believed the performances by Jubilation were a blessing as the audi-
ence was able to observe the worship and honor of God through dance. It helped
to spread a sense of community to all who participated. "[ think its fun to get out
there and get to know other people while enjoying God s wonderful gift of dance:'
said Freshman Kayla Lewis.
bv Connie Collins
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A celebration of where we have been that points to where we are going
Whitworth celebrated its 117th anniversary during Heritage
Week in February. The week started with Founders Day
Convocation. President BillRobinson started the topic of the week
of "Whitworth and the Health Sciences" by sharing his advice
and words of wisdom. He spoke about how grave situations can
happen to anyone, but it is still important to strive through them.
The first event of heritage week was "Dreams" put on by the
Ballet of Spokane. The ballet was a comical look at what people
dream. A person's subconscious was explored in ways that only
young imaginations could come up with. It was written by a group
of sixth graders at a workshop during Whitworth's Writing Rally.
The music for the ballet was chosen after the play was written.
The combination made it fun for many to think back on dreams
they have had in the past.
To discuss the main focus of the week, Alumnus Stan Borg,
M.D., came and lectured about the condition of U.S. healthcare.
A few of his main points concerned the skyrocketing price of
healthcare, what the condition of healthcare means to the U.S.
citizen, and where it is all going. As an alumnus, he was glad for
the chance to return to Whitworth. "I enjoyed the opportunity to
visit the campus and discuss a subject that I am passionate about;'
said Borg. He offered a thought-provoking message for some to
consider.
Gordon Wilson opened his art exhibit on Communities in Crisis
during this week as weil. "The Communities in Crisis artwork
attempts to communicate some of the experiences that non-
participants could not have. Some of the pieces allow the viewer
to interact with movable parts - a sort of substitute experience.
"Prcl,ably the most I should expect is that students viewing the
exhibit become curious about communities in need and that this
curiosity can lead to action;' said Wilson. His pieces were done in
mixed media and depicted the difficulties of these cultures in their
experiences during and after hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Story by Connie Collins
Top: Alumnus Stan Borg giving an
enlightening lecture on the future of
heelthcere in the U.S.
Photo courtesy of Office of
Communications
Above: The Birddogs of Carlson
Hall (Arend) as pictured in the 1997
Natslhi.
Photo by Steve Brashear
Right: From the 1937 Natsihi. The
Traditional "Frosh-Soph Flqht"
Photo courtesy Natsihi Archives
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Black Student Union
More than 175 members of the Whitworth community filled the
Seeley G. Mudd Chapel to hear from Whitworth alumni Frenchy
Lamont and Frances Jones-Baker, co-founders of the Black Student
Union in the 1960s. The audience of students, faculty and alumni,
including former classmates of the speakers, engaged in what
gradually became more of an open dialogue than a lecture. Cultural
Diversity Advocates and organizers of the event, sophomore
Jeremiah Sataraka and senior Holly Fauerso titled the event, "Black
History, Our Future;'
Jones-Baker and Lamont addressed the racism they faced on
campus during the late 1960s. Jones-Baker had transferred to
Whitworth from New York, becoming one of 24 black students on
campus that year. "Ihad dealt with mild discrimination in New York,
but I had never faced outright bigotry until coming to Whitworth;'
Jones-Baker said.
Jones-Baker and Lamont encountered racism through "Wanted"
posters in the Hixson Union Building, racist remarks, and threats to
their safety. Lamont told stories about having to dive into ditches to
avoid cars trying to intentionally run them off the road. Some of the
racism encountered resulted less from outright hatred than ignorance.
Jones-Baker recalled one student asking her if she really had a tail.
When students complained to the administration, they were told that
the other students were just joking. "I am not bitter anymore, but it
still hurts;' Jones Baker said.
Jones-Baker, Lamont and others decided that educatlnq others
was the only way to counter the hostility. "Itwas students educating
students;' said Jones-Baker. "That's how the BSU originally started;'
Black students formed the Black Student Union (BSU) as a way to
educate others about African-American culture and to gain support
and strength from one another. "A lot of black students gave up
their education by educating students," Jones Baker said. There
were administrators and faculty open to change, but as Lamont
commented, it was a student-led movement that organized a set
of demands for campus change. One of the demands included
implementing a black studies academic program.
As the question-and-answer period opened up discussion around current racial
relations on the Whitworth campus, some students expressed how little some things
have changed since the time when Jones-Baker and Lamont were on campus. The
biggest concerns expressed revolved around the similarly low numbers of black
students on campus, the lack of ethnic studies classes, and the felt pressure for
students of color to assume the responsibility of educating other students. Also
many felt that a majority of students do not think of race as an issue anymore. "I'm
saddened by the fact that some of the things [Lamont] and I experienced are still
going on;' Jones Baker said. "Its forty years later and that should not be;' Despite, the
unfortunate parallels revealed, the event not only succeeded in bringing the past alive,
but turned out to be a history-making night.
Top: Sophomore Jeremiah Sataraka
and Senior Holly Fauerso give an
introduction to lay the ground work
for the guest speakers.
Above: Senior Tlffanle Beatty reads
a poem about black history.
Photos by Nate Chute
Story by Sha'nay McQuirter
Senior She'ney McQuirter jQke$, with
Jones-Baker and Lamont after the
presentation. Photo by Nate Chute
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Linda Yochum
Story by Charley Brinkman
On her first day as ASWC's administrative secretary
in 1986, Linda Yochum entered an old, mice-infested
HUB yet 21 years later as she looked over her post
upstairs, it was obvious much had changed.
An early memory reminds her of the strides the HUB
alone has taken in calming her nerves.
"One day the ASWC president for the year snuck up
behind me while [ was sitting at my desk. He threw
something that looked like a mouse at my feet. I
jumped up and screamed;' she said. "When I figured
Jolene Fisher
Trainer
Aaron Forbes
Chemistry
out that it wasn't a mouse J grabbed the closest thing, a broom, and chased
him all around the ASWC Chambers."
Whitworth has made many improvements to the campus besides just
eliminating mice.
"The biggest improvement [ have seen in my time at Whitworth has been
the overall appearance. The grounds are beautiful and we have bigger and
better butldlnqs.Ycchurn said.
Yochum found jay in watching the students around her grow to use their
talents.
"I think that Whitworth is dedicated to giving students the skills required
to go out and change the world, but they also give students the heart to
change the world;' she said.
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Lee Anne Chaney
Story by Casey Zander
With Mt. St. Helen's ash still littering the campus,
Associate Professor of Biology Lee Anne Chaney be-
gan her career at Whitworth in 1980. She obtained
her undergraduate degree in biology at Beloit College
in Wisconsin and completed her graduate work at the
University of New Hampshire before coming to Whit-
worth.
When she first started, the campus was half the size
and the physical aspects were very different. At the
time, Whitworth did not expand past the HUB, yet
Chaney looked at the natural resources as a great aspect of the school.
"At the time, the Back Forty was a wonderful teaching resource," she
said. "The natural plant materials we've lost to the expansion of the school
was a great teaching tool for a new plant biology professor:'
While teaching, Chaney's enjoyment came from the students. One in
particular left an impression. After a certain degree of difficulty in Plant
Physiology and the final exam, Chaney was walking on campus after the
test and discovered the student's book nailed to a tree.
"Getting a chance to teach students about something other than hu-
mans and animals is a great opportunity to teach them about something I
loverCheney said.
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James Hunt
Story by Nikki Warner
James B. Hunt's wealth of knowledge doesn't
stop with his doctorate in history, he is also
well-versed in the history of Whitworth Col-
lege. Hunt, ~ member of Whitworth's faculty
since 1973, has witnessed the evolution of the
college as a whole. Originally hired as an ad-
missions counselor, Hunt moved on to teach
his first course of only four students in 1974.
He became a full-time professor the following
year.
According to Hunt, one of the biggest chang-
es at Whitworth has been in the classroom.
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"Upon arriving at Whitworth, typewriters and a print shop were the extent of the
technology. I was here when the first pes were installed on campus," Hunt said.
He was a strong participant in the addition of the library, where his love and inter-
est in architecture inspired the creation of the curved staircase. During his tenure
at Whitworth, Hunt has seen the addition of many majors, the Masters Program
in Global Commerce, the extensive growth of the business and education depart-
ments, and the development of endowment and fund-raising programs, all of which
seem vital to Hunt in the college's growth.
Despite the changes Hunt has witnessed one thing hasn't changed.
"Whitworth has maintained an educational standard for providing students with
enrichment both of the mind and the heart,"he said.
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Leonard Oakland The thing that has not changed about Whitworth is its spirit, Oaklandsaid.
"Whitworth has always been a place that has tried to bring together mind
and heart;' he said. This has been a long-standing commitment to faith and
students as a whole that has not changed over the years.
Oakland witnessed many strides during Whitworth'slegacy. The top three
advancements Whitworth has made, according to Oakland, include its bet-
ter endowment program. He also credits the college for providing students
with guidance and getting them ready for their jobs after Whitworth. Fi-
nally, Oakland praises President Ed Lindaman of the 1970s for the change
made in the dorms concerning the structure of the leadership by inducting
the Resident Director/Resident Assistant program.
Oakland loves the way that Whitworth has kept its commitment to both
faith and students, and the way Whitworth allows for the students to have
personal relationships with the staff and faculty.
Story by Kelsey Bumgarner
From the swinging 1960s to the 1970s hippie era to
the dot-com boom in the '90s, Leonard A. Oakland
saw it all from his post as Professor of English at Whit-
worth. Oakland began his career in 1966.
"lt was a nice little school" he said, referring to his
first impression of Whitworth.
Oakland feels that the grounds have a c?mBletely
different look, and students have changed in many
ways over his 41 years. He remembers the years of
restlessness in the late 1960s surrounding the Viet-
nam War and the draft, the arrival of the Black Stu-
dent Union, and the Jesus Freaks from the 19705.
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Forrest Baird
Story by Tiffany Trotter
Hundreds of students have completed the Core 250
course, but Professor of Philosophy, Forrest Baird had
:he great honor of this unique experience 88 times, 28
)f those in Europe.
He also led the British Isle tour, an Ancient Philoso-
ohy tour in Greece, and a trip to China during his 29
{ears at Whitworth.
"These trips are more than academic [for students];
t 's applying academics to their lives;' he said.
Baird has been at Whitworth since 1978, first hired
:IS a Chaplain. Baird said he finds purpose in "helping
students see that people who lived a long time ago
have something to say that is of value:'
Baird described himself as "an introducer" of information and ideas for
students.
Memorable experiences for Baird surround traveling abroad, playing Fris-
bee with students, and helping students learn how to "use their God-given
abilities to make a difference;' he said.
Baird appreciated the students focuses and priorities. "The students are
concerned with the world around them;' he said. Baird also enjoyed the
"excellent leadership" within the college.
"I want the mission to stay clear. There will be change structurally but
the interdisciplinary commitment and connection [should] remain intact;'
Baird said about Whitworth's future as a university. "Don't care what we are
called, [ care what we are:'
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Jim O'Brien
Story by Nicole Howell
Since beginning his career at Whitworth in 1985,
Sodexho's General Manager, Jim O'Brien has been
a witness to multiple changes around campus. The
Hixson Union Building expanded dramatically with the
addition of the Cafe, Mind [, Hearth Coffee Shop, and
the Sub Connection. O'Brien was on the committees
that helped to design each dinning expansion. The
Cafe A La Carte was set up in Weyerhauser, where
the old dining hall had stood until it was leveled for
the construction of the new teaching facility. O'Brien
noted that "the students get nicer every year;' yet the one thing that ha
remained the same over his 21 years at Whitworth is a faculty and staf
that are great to work With, he said.
Four years into his time at Whitwort!1.. O'Brien walked into his office t
find an anonymous note from a student attached to $500. The studen
admitted to stealing a meal plan and felt guilty for his/her actions.
"Iwas filled with a sense of profound respect for Whitworth and the alum
ni, students, faculty and staff that are or have been involved with the col
lege," he said.
O'Brien did not ignore the stealing of dining hall dishes though. "At leas
they are being used for a good cause," he said about noticing their sale a
Value Village and the infamous blue tray sleds.
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Volleyball> 102
CrossCountry> 104
Football> 106
Men'sSoccer> 108
Women's Soccer> 110
100YearsofFootball > 112
Men's Basketball> 114
Women's Basketball> 116
SWimming> 118
Winter Spotlight> 120
Men's&Women's Tennis> 122
Men's&Women's Golf> 124
Men'sTrack & Field> 126
Women'sTrack & Field> 128
Softball> 130
Baseball> 132
Spring Spotlight> 134
Cheerleading > 136
AthleticTraining> 138
Intramurals> 140
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players';' recalled Sarral.
"The highlight of the season was
the George Fox game;' recalled Flor-
ence. "We had to earn each point
to get that win. Any athlete knows
what it feels like to really have to
fight for a victory. We came together
-as a team that night:'
Although much of the road was
rocky for this team, the girls re-
mained positive and enjoyed the
experience and relationships they
buill.
"What I will remember most
about this season is that the whole
season was a journey. We started
as individuals players and ended as
a team who worked together;' 501-
brack said.
Story by Charley Brinkman
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.. ourteen hearts beating as one.
.. The members of the Whitworth
volleyball team played their
hearts out and showed immense
growth during the 2006 season.
"This season turned out to be
very self-rewarding;' said sophomore
outside hitter Jill Solbrack. "It took
each of us to succeed. We had to put
ourselves out there for the team."
Because almost all of the start-
ing line-up graduated last year, the
Pirates had their work cut out for
them.
"They are a young team, and
haven't played very much together;'
said sophomore fan Tylan Rogers,
when asked about their 7 and 20
overall record. "They had all the skill,
but just couldn't make it happen on
Sophomore Cassie Moore focuses on making a
quick and low serve during a game.
the court:'
Senior outside hitter, Angie Flor-
ence agreed, "We had great talent,
but we had a hard time unifying and
figuring out how to win:'
The relatively young team con-
sisted of three seniors, two juniors,
six sophomores, and three fresh-
men.
"They made us feel like part of
the team right at the beginning;' said
freshmen setter Jena Sarrat.
"The senior leadership kept this
team together. They were dedicated
to the team and loved the game:'
Rogers said.
The Lady Pirates worked to im-
prove their unity daily. "Coach al-
ways says, 'we don't have to be
special, but just good solid volleyball
The Lady Sues line up to greet their opponents
after a after a home game. Sportsmanship is very
important to the teammates.
Seniors Tami Stark and Angie Florence leap to
block a spike from tearing over the net. Photo by
Bryan Whitmore
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/ Volleyballl~.
Senior Julie Lauterbach accelerates up the slope on
her way to a win at the Whitworth Invitational.
Ilt/Ke tfJlfIllrtl the /il1ish
A combination of enthusiasm anddedication fueled this yearscross country teams' successful
seasons.
The return of many talented up-
perclassmen was matched with the
addition of talented and hard-working
freshmen.
"We changed the philosophy of the
program this year;' said Head Coach
Toby Schwarz. "After eight years of
success and growth, we decided that
in order to continue to improve as a
program and to move to the next lev-
el, we needed to have a smaller and
more committed team:'
This years team followed a more
intense summer training plan than
years past, and ended up posting fast-
er times than ever before, said senior
Captain Jeff Grassley."We got faster,
but so did our competition in the con-
ference and region:'
The men and women both placed
fifth at the Northwest Conference
championship meet. The womers
team went on to a seventh place finish
in the NCAA Division IIIWest Regional
meet, where the rners team placed
Whitworth men fight through dripping sweat, sun
and dust to finish their grueling race. Photos by
Thomas Robinson
titter tIstetltiPrun
ninth.
Senior Julie Lauterbach advanced
to the NCAA Division III National
Championship where she finished in
65th place.
"The demands expected of both
the team and of individuals were a lot
higher this year than in past years;'said
Lauterbach. "Expectations of leader-
ship, commitment and performance
seemed to all go hand-in-hand with a
higher standard:'
"Theres something about cross
country: said Grassley. "You all work
out together, you bleed together. You
can't hide who you are in workouts"
Grassley, along with juniors Jacob
Deitz and Travis Huskisson, served as
positive leaders for the younger run-
nersas well as consistently leading the
pack in team scoring.
FreshmanDusty Caseriaquickly felt
comfortable on the team. "The team is
like my family. Once you get to know
everybody, everyone gets along so
well;' he said. "The guys [on the team]
were good at welcoming us new fresh-
men. It was a smooth transition onto
a college cross country team:' Caseria
The starting pistol sounds as the men take off at
the Whitworth Invitational.
was an integral part of the mens team
this year, finishing first for the team in
numerous races and being the only
runner of the rners team to receive
All-West RegionHonors.
"The athletes do a great job in see-
ing each athlete on the team as a cru-
cial component to their own individual
and the teams success;'said Schwarz.
Freshman, Jo Mayer, impressed
her teammates with her work ethic
and consistently scoredasWhitworths
second runner behind Lauterbach.
"The season ended up better than
I had hoped;' Mayer said. "College
cross-country is definitely harder than
high school. When they tell you its
a two-hour workout, it means youre
actually running and moving for two
hours straight:'
Freshman runner Aubrie Eckmann
agreed and credited her coach and
teammates for help and encourage-
ment during practices. "The team is
really supportive;' she said. "Every-
body works together and pusheseach
other to reach a goal:'
Story by Katie Goodell
Cross Country ~
...
.Juntor funning-back Shane
Stonemetz defends the football
in an attempt to gaIn a flrst
down during the last confer-
ence game of the season. For
the first time in Sues' history,
the football team had an un-
defeated season with a 10-0
record In the Northwest Confer-
ence. Photos by Jesse Clark
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against Linfield since 1975. "This game
was make-or-break for the conference
seedings and continuation of a perfect
season;' stated Senior Michael Allan.
The 44-27 victory over the Puget
Sound Loggers bestowed the Bucs
with their first ever 10-0 season and the
Northwest Conference Title. Senior AIl-
American tight-end Allan broke the pre-
vious single game record for receiving
yardage with six passes for 251 yards
and was invited to the Hula Bowl.
With home field advantage, the Pi-
rates claimed the schools first-ever foot-
ball post-season over Occidental 27-23
in the opening round of the NCAA
playoffs. They lost the following Satur-
day to St. Johns University, ending the
season as the eighth ranked team in
the nation, and celebrating Whitwortfs
best-ever show in football
Story by Stacey Rose
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The season began for fans whenthe football players emergedfrom Graves gym onto the
freshly cut grass wearing their
home uniforms. But for the players, it
began with hours of practicing before
the season. The football team spent the
last days of their precious summer va-
cation practicing twice a day and lifting
weights early in the morning through
the course of the year as they improved
their strength and agility.
The opening of the season brought
renewed interest to the football pro-
gram with an upset over University of
Wisconsin-Stout.
The UW-Stout game culminated in a
fight down to the last few seconds, with
a pass of desperation by Joel Clark into
the end zone that tied the game 7 -7.
Pirates persevered through two
strenuous and nail biting overtimes to
beat the UWS Blue Devils 14-13.
Junior Shane Stonemetz contrib-
uted to the narrow victory when he
Seniors Dusty Rasmussen and Justin Rundle com-
bine their strength to bring down a Lewis and Clark
player during the Homecoming game.
bulldozed his way through two yards of
UWS defensive linemen scoring a last
minute touchdown.
Senior Cameron Collings sealed the
win by scoring the extra point during
the second overtime. "When we had
our backs to the wall, the team found
what it took to win. And this game set
the stage for the rest of the season;'
said Collings.
Lewis and Clark during homecom-
ing Pine Bowl, marked 100 years of
football at Whitworth. Noise erupted
from the stands filled with parents,
alumni, and Hall-of-Fame inductees as
the touchdowns accumulated through-
out the quarters, ending with a 70-3
victory.
A rainy day victory at Linfield" Max-
well Field shattered the longest con-
ference-wining streak in the history of
the Northwest Conference. The Pirates
eeked out a win scoring 17-13. This vi"
tory marked the first win ever in Pirate
history at McMinnville and the first win
Junior Jay Tully seizes a Lewis £, Clark player and
keeps the Pioneer from gaining a first down.
Senior quarterback Joel Clark looks for an open
receiver while trying to avoid the sack by Azusa
Pacific defenders.
Football ~
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A rollercoaster produces thebest mental image of themens soccer team; starting
shakily, climbing steadily, racing to
a quick and exciting finish.
The pre-season began roughly
with a victory over Cal Lutheran, but
two disappointing games against
Redlandsand Concordia. The team
didn't let the lossesget them down,
however. Their return to Whitworth
brought more victories.
"I think we had a tough pre-
season;'Senior forward Niko Varla-
mos remarked. "We kind of gelled
up after playing Simon Fraser:
Against George Fox, forward
Sean Lambrecht scored two goals
with assists by Matt Friesen and
Caleb Barnhill. Officials recorded a
third goal as Ali Seyedali passed to
Chris Johnson who chipped the ball
past the goalie.
The Pirates followed through
with another winning game against
Willamette, including a free kick by
Seyedalito come from behind. Beat-
ing the odds, the Piratesalsoshowed
skill in overcoming home-field ad-
vantage when they tied Linfield on
the road in McMinville, Ore.
The first in conference loss to
Pacific was followed up by the spec
tacular game against PLU. Battling
against a team undefeated in league
with no goals against, Brent Mu-
rakami assisted Curtis Flournoy in
the first in-ieague goal against the
Lutes.
As if that didn't seem enough of
a victory, midfielder Seyedali scored
again off of Frlesenscorner kick dur-
ing the second half. The Pirates left
the field with zero goals-againstand
a victory against the previously-un-
defeatedPLU Lutes.
The Pirateshad three more unin-
terrupted wins against George Fox,
Pacific and Linfield which boosted
their confidence and statistics, but
the seasoncame to a halt after a loss
to UPSin Tacoma.This chanqed the
teams status and dropped them to
second place, leaving them with
siim chances of pulling ahead to the
playoffs.
''As a team that finished third in
the nation (last year), it was kind of
disappointing not to make it to the
playoffs;' noted Bulega.
Still, the Pirates kept their faith
until the last, with a final game
against Whitman. This was a good
chance for the Seniors and Juniors
to play together one last time.
"We had a really close bond;' re-
called Varlamos. "That was Senior
Day too, so that was kind of cool
going up with those people youd
played with for four years.We had a
good time, and we gave it our all:'
Story by JessePrichard
With great intensity and concentration on his face, Senior Adam Loeffler manages to stay in front of his
senior Chris Johnson tries to keep the ball in Pirate pos- opponent and protect the ball. Photo by tteie Chute
session. Photo by Thomas Robinson
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Men's Soccer ~.
Junior Skye Henderson makes a quick turn to get
back to the ball with two opponents right behind him
during a game. Photo by Nate Chute
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tlntl tlfftlll1st t(}UffIJ (}tltIs,he Lady Pirates sprinted into
the 2006 season with high
expectations and played an
excellent season in spite of several
injuries.
The community and dedication
within the team was evident. "The
character of the team was outstand-
ing;' said head coach Sean Bushey.
"I think we played very well this
year, we kept possession of the ball
consistently and generated lots of op-
portunities on goal;' said sophomore
Penelope Crowe. The result made
for spectacular soccer that included
many nail-biting moments and last-
minute goals.
But the scope of the season was
much more than wins and losses for
the Lady Pirates. The friendships cre-
ated went beyond that of just team-
mates. "It was amazing, it was the
Sophomore Whitney Ramsey concentrates on
her opponent while maintaining posession of the
ball. Photo by Justin Hancock
most fun Ihave ever had on a soccer
team. All the girls got along so well;'
said freshman Lindsey Oakes.
The Pirates ended their season
with an overall record of 12 wins, five
losses, and two ties, and were 10-5-1
in the Northwest Conference. "This
season was very emotional, many
come-from-behind wins;' said junior
goalkeeper Leah Motz, "We had a
great team this year. We clicked re-
ally well:'
Unfortunately, toward the end of
the season, knee injuries to four key
players interfered with playoff hopes.
"Its hard to speculate what would
have happened [without injuries]. You
just have to deal with what happened
and they dealt with it very well;' said
Bushey, again attesting to the charao
ter of the team.
The Pirates entered into the final
Junior Erin Nakasone steals the ball from the Pacific
offense, Photo by Tyler Hamilton
weekend of key conference games
with high hopes, but uncharacteristi-
cally lost three in a row, including
a tragic loss to Whitman in double
overtime, effectively crushing hopes
to move onto the playoffs.
"Ultimately the injuries caught up
with us;' said Bushey, but "we were
definitely one of the better teams in
the conference:'
Despite losses, spirits remained
high and the Pirates ended their sea-
son on a strong note solidly defeating
Lewis and Clark 4-1 and placing third
overall in the NWC.
Bushey said the key to the Pirates
success was the leadership and
experience of the graduating seniors.
"They were really able to keep us
focused:'
Story by Tyler Tupper
Senior .Jee! Haqerott dribbles right past a Pacific de-
fender. Photo by Tyler Hamilton
Women's Soccer ~
Clockwise from top left:
. Early football players pose in fronl
of the residence hall in Tacoma for
a team shot. Photo from Whit·
worth Archives
The team gets a bit silly before
football practice. Photo from
WhitwoItlrArctveS-
Tight end Wilbert Rance sets up
for a touchdo;yn in a 197.4 game
against Pacific- University,. Coer-
tesy of l'Iatsih.1974
Chad Summers plays Hard for
W'\!tworth Pleates during a game
agamst Eastern Oregon ip 1990.
COUf'tesyor.,l'ja~ihi 1990
Sen or quarterback Joel Clark
evades defence in a 20017 game
against Pacific University. Photo
by Nate Chute
Wl1ltworth st!aents cheer on the I
football players during a game in
1974. Courtes!;:J o{Natsihi 1974
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(}neDtlsfet tit tI time,he roaring crowd leapt to itsfeet as the ball banked off
the board and through the
hoop. Senior basketball fan
Colin Storm defeated a Pioneer fan
in a shooting competition with a half-
court bank shot during halftime at the
NWC Championship game between
Whitworth and Lewis & Clark. With
similar fanfare, the Pirates snatched
the championship game from the Pio-
neers, 69-62. The Pirates and Pioneers
were co-NWC Champions in the regu-
lar season but the win carried the Bucs
into the playoffs; head coach Jim Hay-
ford at the wheel.
The 2007 mens basketball season,
full of awards, broken records, and en-
thusiastic Pirate supporters, proved a
year worthy of remembering. Seniors
Bryan Williams and James Jones, and
junior Ryan Symes were named the
NWC First Team, and senior Kevin
A crowd of animated Whitworth fans cheer during a
home game. The fans helped give the team a boost
to their 24-4 season record. Photo by Nate Chute
Hasenfus earned Honorable Mention.
Williams, named the NWC Player
of the Year, also became the second
player in Whitworth history to score
over 1,000 points and hand out 500
assists in his career. Senior Jon Young
also achieved the 1,000 point bench-
mark.
"Its a nice honor to have, but at the
end of the day, what the team accom-
plishes is more important;' Williams
said, commenting on his Player of the
Year award. The teams achievements
were worth mentioning. They set a re-
cord for the best start of the season by
jumping to a 13-0 record before losing
to the University of Puget Sound 77-
72. They shot 52.8% from the field for
the season, and gained national recog-
nition for both offense and defense.
Coach Jim Hayford was named
NWC Coach of the Year for the sec
and time as Pirate coach, but gave the
credit to the athletes. "Awards are for
players. Being named Coach of the
Year is more of a reflection on how our
players perform. So I thank my guys
for the award;' Hayford said.
Hayford also praised his four se-
niors (Williams, Young, Hasenfus, and
Jones) who Jed the Pirates. He gave
praise to the fans as well. "Whitworth
had the best crowd in the NWC;' said
Hayford.
Whitworths season ended with a
crushing loss to Washington Univer-
sity of St. Louis, 63-61, in the second
round of the NCAA Division IIItourna-
ment. Yet the season closed with a
record of 24·4, a new season winning
percentage record for the school.
Story By Kelsey Bumgarner
Looking for the extra point, Senior Jon Young fo-
cuses on his free throw. Young reached the 1,000
point landmark career, one of few Whitworth play-
ers to achieve that. Photo by Nate Chute
Sophomore Stephen Stockton and Senior Kevin
Hasenfus gear each other up during warm-ups.
Photo by Jesse Clark
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he Lady Pirates had several
obstacles to overcome during
the 2007 basketball season.
Team captain, junior Alida Bower
said, "We were very young, not hav-
ing a single senior on the team. We
only had a few piayers who have
piayed together before, so it was
a great year for everyone to get to
know each other and get some ex-
perience"
The Pirates graduated two MVPs
from the 2006 season. Great ieader-
ship came from captains Alida Bow-
er, Cassie Snyder and Teresa Zeitler,
helping the Pirates overcome their
obstacles and ieading them to third
piace in the conference near the end
of the season. The team fisnished
just shy of the conference tourna-
ment, with an overall record of 14-11
and a conference finish of 8-8.
Coach Helen Higgs sits back to enjoy the final
moments of the win game against Pacific. Photo
by Jon Emory
Head coach Heien Higgs, the win-
ningest coach in Pirate history, had a
record-breakinq season of her own.
Higgs achieved her 200th win this
season when the Pirates conquered
George Fox, "in the best win of the
season;' according to Bower.
Higgs' overall winning record is
topped oniy by former mens head
coach, Warren Friedrichs. Higgs final
record after the 2007 season came
to an amazing 201 wins and 127
iosses. "I feei good. I haven't really
processed it yet. I have a competitive
nature and Ijust focused on winning
the next game. Later on it will be
more meaningfui" Higgs said, when
asked about her new title.
The Pirates' most exhilarating mo-
ment of the season occurred with the
defeat of number one ranked team,
George Fox, by one point.
Junior guard Cassie Snyder slips past a Lewis
and Clark opponent to set up a play. Photo by
Jesse Clark
"The best game by far to piay
was when we piayed George Fox
at home. It was the first time we
worked together completely as a
team. The bench was a factor for us
in this win. The previous time [we]
played them we fellapart, so this win
was monumental for us. It gave us a
iot of momentum for the remainder
of the season;' Zeitler said.
"We were a young team and they
were very good and to beat them at
home felt nice;' Higgs said.
"Even though we didn't make it
to the conference piayoffs, we over-
came many obstacles and in that
sense [ feel we accomplished our
goais for the season;' Higgs said.
Story by Casey Zander
Junior Teresa Zeitler drives in for a layup, scoring
points for the Lady Pirates. Photo by Jon Emory
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•The mens and women' Whit-worth Swim Team ended the2006-2007 season with first
and second place finishes at
the Northwest Conference cham-
pionship meet. The men took the
first-place title for the fifth consecu-
tive year, and the women placed
second. Head coach Steve Schadt
was named NWC Women' Coach of
the Year.
Freshman Natalie Turner placed
first in the 200-, 500- and 1,650-
yard freestyle events. Her efforts led
to her recognition as the Wornens
Outstanding Swimmer of the Meet.
Junior Samantha Kephart won first
place in the 100- and 200-yard but-
terfly. Brittany Gresset, a sophomore,
placed first in the 50- and 100-yard
freestyle sprint events. Junior Kate-
lyn Erickson won the 200-yard indi-
vidual medley.
Thrusting himself forward, sophomore Jus-
tin Brandler gasps for breath during the 100
meter butterfly. Photo by Jesse Clark
Turner, Kephart, Gresset and Er-
ickson joined forces, winning four of
the five relays at the meet, including
the 200-, 400- and BOO-yardfree re-
lay, along with the 400-yard medley
relay.
"The girls really did amazing this
year. We gave [UPS] a run for their
money and made them fight for their
title;' Gresset said.
Only Kephart and Turner qualified
for the NCAA Division IIIChampion-
ships, which were in Houston, Texas.
Kephart finished as high as second
in the 100-yard butterfly, while Turn-
er placed seventh in the 1,650-yard
freestyle event.
Junior David Dolphay won the
200-, 500- and 1,650-yard freestyle
events at the conference meet. Ju-
nior Bryan Clarke won the 100 and
200-yard breaststroke, and also won
the 200-yard individual medley. The
Brandler dives into the water hoping for a
quick race. Photo by Jesse Clark
men carne back from what seemed
an impossible deficit and placed first
in the meet.
"My favorite moment this season
was pulling out our win at Confer-
ence after coming from so far be-
hind. The energy and enthusiasm
at that meet was something really
amazing to see, especially after the
disappointment on Friday with our
relay being disqualified;' Dolphay
said.
Dolphay was the only male Whit-
worth swimmer to qualifiy for na-
tionals where he competed in his his
second national meet.
The 2006-2007 season reinforced
Whitworth students' knowledge that
perseverance is what leads to sue
cess.
Story by Janae Brewster
Sophomore Whitney Barr takes a calculated
breath during a freestyle race. Photo by
Nate Chute
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Sophomore Calvin Jurich, Williams'
teammate, described him as "the en-
gine that kept us running:' His position
as point guard was integral to the teams
dynamic. Williams' impressive passing
abilities and keen eye for the "openman"
allowed him to run the team's offense
with excellence.
Williams' lucky striped tube socks might have received mockery
from opposing fans, yet his poise on the court demanded their re-
spect. He played almost forty min-
utes of every game, and rarely
received a rest.
"The biggest struggle
this season was play-
ing with a target on
our backs. We
were ranked high ~
pre-season and
other teams
were out to
play tough
Winter Spotlight .. ~
against us;' Williams said.
Williams' hard work and dedication won him
the MVP of the Lee Pfund Classic Tournament
and of the Northwest Conference.
Williams modestly accepted the recognition yet
credited the team for all of his accomplishments
during the 2006-2007 season. "The team awards
and accomplishments mean more to me than any
individual award," Williams said.
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T he Whitworth mens tennisteam rallied to finish outtheir season in fifth place in
the Northwest Conference.
Though the season had some ups
and downs, the team came together
through a growing year to build a
foundation for next years season.
Junior Scott Donnell played No.
2 singles for the majority of the sea-
son, as well as various doubles posi-
tions. Donnell sat out much of last
season due to a torn ACL, but came
back strong this year. His biggest
match was a win over the University
of Puget Sound.
"They were seeded fourth (we
were sixth), but we beat them for
the third straight year in a row;' Don-
nell said. "I was able to win at No.2,
and it was amazing:'
Donnell said he was optimistic
about the growth of the team, and
foundations built for next year.
"We improved from last year in
our abilities;' Donnell said. "I can't
wait to see our new recruits, since
we are supposed to be getting an all-
star line up:'
The men finished the year with a
7-16 record.
On the womens side. sophomore
Linh Aven led a strong team at No.
1 doubles and No.2 singles. Aven,
along with sophomore Rachel Me:
Coola were named to the all-north-
west conference second team. Aven
was a second team all conference
honoree last season. Aven was proud
of the teams growth this season.
"Even though tennis is more of
an individual sport, we played as a
team;' Aven said. "We had a lot of
depth this year. As the season pro-
Sophomore Justine Hays dives for the ball in a courageous attempt to return it to her opponent. Photos
by Jessica Carrier
gressed, everyone was just playing
so well"
Both the mens and wornens team
benefitted from the construction of
a bubble over three of the outdoor
courts. This allowed the teams to
compete in home matches regard-
less of weather conditions.
"We will be able to take advantage
of the bubble during the fall and win-
ter off-season next year;' Aven said.
"Although the seniors will definite-
ly be missed, we have some great
recruits coming in;' Aven said. "We
will definitely be looking to move up
in rankings next year:'
The women finished with a record
of 10-12 and fifth in the NWC.
Story by Joy Bacon
Sophomore Justin Jose leaps through the air to
save the ball from going out of bounds. Photo by
Jessica Carrie!
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T he Whitworth womers golfteam displayed excellent op-portunities for the future with
an all freshman team. Despite
being only four strong, Whitworth
showed promise with close finishes
at several events this spring.
"You bond easier. It wasn't as in-
timidating:' freshman Alicia Bratlien
said about their small young team.
They left their first spring tourna-
ment in Pasco, Wash., with second
place out of three teams with an-
other team not finishing (the men
also placed second that day) and the
fourth best score that day by fresh-
man Mariesa Stombaugh.
"My family was all there, and it was
fun to help out the team and be a real
contributor:' Stombaugh said.
They continued the legacy by
placing second at the Willamette ln-
vite in March, once again with fresh-
The Wcmens team gathers for a photo while
in Sisters, Ore. Since the team was small, they
became a supportive family. Photo courtesy of
Rachel Dubs
man Krystal Pitkonen ranking fourth
in the totals. With the NWC Spring
Classic coming up quickly, things
looked promising for the Pirates.
With Pitkonen and Bratlien in
the Top Ten and a third place fin-
ish at the Spring Classic, the season
ended beautifully.
"We were a lot more comfortable
with our game and each other:' said
Bratlien about the Spring Classic.
"Were four opposite girls, but we
play and have fun. Its been exciting:'
said Stornbauqh,
The Whitworth mens team took
the good with the bad this year.
While they achieved second place
their first spring event, they followed
it up with a struggling seventh place
at the Lewis-Clark State College In-
vitational. The windier second day
made it hard for everyone.
The Pirates took back the initiative
and didn't take no for an answer at
the NWC Spring Classic. Tying with
Linfield for the conference title, four
players, junior Jordan Carter, sopho-
more Bobby Elder, junior Andrew Par-
rott and freshman Pat Dorsing scored
among the Top Ten. Carter, who tied
for first, was the only player to score
below par on any round that day.
The Pirates kicked it into overdrive
for a first place finish at the NWC tour-
nament and the conferences first trip
to the NCAA Championships. with
the second best total in NWC history,
Sophomore Steven .Johnson placed
first individually.
The excellent finish proved to be
a symbol of the entire season "The
first day I played as gDDd as I've
ever played:' .Johnson said, "We
finally played as a team how we
knew we could"
Story by Jesse Prichard
Whitworth mens team shows off three awards at
Tokatee Golf Club. Five of the golfers performed
well enough to make the top eight best scores.
Photo courtesy of Jordan Carter
-
Freshman Alicia Bratlien watches as her ball
lands on the green on Aspen Lakes for the North-
west Conference Tournament. Photo courtesy of
Rachel Dubs
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for WhitworthS track team as the
first Pirate to place at a National in-
door track meet. Howell was unable
to run in the finals at Nationals due
to a leg injury, but he still made his
mark on Pirate history at the Sam
Adams Classic. Howell5 800 meter
run broke a 42-year-old team re-
cord. "Breaking the record was done
on a day that three of us were just
out having fun on the track. Dusty
[Caseria], Emmanuel [Bofa], and I
had run like that almost all year in
practice. Without those two there is
no way I could have been able to
accomplish what i did. Not only did
they push me in the race, but they
are out there kicking my butt every-
day in practice:' Howell said.
Story by Casey Zander
Through rain, sun and evensnow, Whitworth's track andfield men accomplished an
outstanding year. The men
broke multiple records, and for the
first time ever, had an All American
placing at the National Indoor Meet.
With a new coaching philosophy,
head coach Toby Schwarz led the
team of 39 athletes to a fifth place
finish at the Northwest Conference
this season.
The new philosophy: aiming for
perfection in all that the team mem-
bers do. "We wanted perfect, com-
mitted people, that were perfect in
everything that they do, even in
practice. They were not just going
through the motions:' Schwarz said.
Team members were required to try
out and interview to become a part
of the team.
Pole vaulter, junior Ben Spaun, clears the
bar during one of his attempts for a per-
sonal record. Photo by Jesse Clark
"We were aiming at winning the
conference championship and have
as many qualify for Nationals as
possible so we can place in the Na-
tional Meet;' Schwarz said. In spite
of the new philosophy, the team fell
short in the conference champion-
ship, but four qualified for the na-
tional meet. Five individual cham-
pionships contributed to the most
team points since 2001. Cody Stelz-
er (high jump), Ben Spaun (110 and
400 hurdles), Jeff Kintner (discus)
and Joey VanHoomissen (hammer
throw) lead the 2007 team.
Two key players on the men's
track team, Brandon Howell and
Stelzer, attended this year 5 National
Indoor Meet in Indiana. They par-
ticipated in the high jump and the
800 meter run. Stelzer placed sixth
in the competition, making history
Three Pirates push off the starting blocks
during the Sam Adams Classic track meet.
Photo by Nate Chute
Pirat1runner freshman Justin Farris pushes
on through the rain to finish the race. Photo
by Nate Chute
Mens Track & Field ~
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Strive to reach perfection. This
was the theme of the season for
the 2006-2007 Whitworth Wom-
ens Track team.
"God calls us to run in such a
way to win, not to be marginal or
average, but to win. We are to be
perfect just as our Father in heav-
en is perfect. It is a worthy goal
to pursue perfection;' said coach
Toby Schwarz. The team of 29
girls practiced and competed ev-
ery day with this in mind.
"Coach requires us to take
competition seriously;' said soph-
omore jumper Mara Daugs. "Toby
is intense. He definitely makes
you a better runner as well as a
better person;' said freshman dis-
tance runner Jo Mayer.
The girls worked and practiced
extensively to accomplish their
goals this season. "They bought
into the program and worked
hard;' said Schwartz.
To create unity, the captains
organized a skit night early in the
season. The mens captains were
the judges, both dressed as girls.
"Everyone reaily came out of their
Exercising extreme concentration, freshman
Katie Pridgen leaps over hurdle after hurdle dur-
ing a race.
Pirate runners sophomore Stephanie Melrose
and senior Sara Morehouse push each other
and themselves to run their fastest racing dose
together.
comfort zones;' said Mayer, "We
had a lot of fun this season:'
At conference the team placed
fourth, led by Captain Kristen
Dormaier. Twenty-four of the 29
girls qualified to compete at the
event. "As for the whole season,
we had a new philosophy that got
rid of some old issues, while cre-
ating some new challenges; how-
ever, it was the most enjoyable
season I have had as a coach;'
said Schwarz.
Story by Charley Brinkman
Sophomore runner Katherine Hartung rests her
lungs and her eyes after a long hurdle race.
vvornensTrack& Field ~~
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!007 season proved to bethe year of the Bucs for theWhitworth Softball. The
Whitworth Softbali team
reached a new high-mark in the
NFCA NCAA Division Iii ratings.
The Pirates reached a nationai
ranking of 8th in the Nationai
Fastpitch Coaches Association
Division Iii poli, the highest the
team has ever been rated in the
schooi s history and made their first
appearance in the poli in March at
twenty. The soft bali team emerged
in the nationaliy ranking for the first
time in the ten-year history of the
program. "Being ranked nationaliy
for this first time in our schools
history gave recognition to the
softbali program and the ievel of
taient of this years softbali athietes"
second Team AIi-NWC choice and
four-year starter, senior Lindsay
Davis stated.
Another first this year for the
softbali program was a series
sweep of visiting Pacific Lutheran
Freshman Lacey Kerr swings for a base hit
against the Willamette Bearcats. Kerr provided
depth for the softball team by playing both
shortstop and left field. Photo by Nate Chute
set/SO/1 of JIIi!1s
University. it was the foremost time
in schoois history that the Pirates
captured ali four games against
PLU and "it was a big moment as
a team and an indicator of more
good things to come for the rest
of the season" sophomore Rachei
Anderson stated.
With the series sweep, the
Whitworth softbali team seized
possession of first piace in the
Northwest Conference softbali
standing at one game ahead of
the defending NWC Champion
Linfield. A combination of talented
returners, transfers, and freshman
iead to the Pirates being picked
to finish second in the 2007 NWC
Coaches poli, behind three-time
champion Linfield The Northwest
Conference titie came down to the
last week and the very last game of
the reguiar season play. The Pirates
played 2nd-ranked Linfield and
feli short of the title by one game.
The Pirates finished the season in
2nd place in the NWC and had a
Junior Amber Fowler snatches a hard hit down
the third base line and throws the batter out
at first base to gain the third out of the inning.
Photo by Nate Chute
record of 30-6 overali and 25-3 in
the Northwest Conference and set
a school record for overali wins (30)
and Northwest Conference wins
(25).
. In addition, the Pirates came
within one game of tying the ali-
time winning streak record (13)
at the opening of the season with
12 straight victories. The Bucs
extended their school records for
winning streak and NWC wins to 16
and a winning percentage at .833.
Despite exemplary overali and
regional records, and a strong
strength of schedule, the Whitworth
softbali team was not extended an
at -large bid to the 59-team NCAA
Division Iii regional tournament.
Story by Stacey Rose
Junior Heather Case throws a fastball low and
outside to a Linfield batter during the deciding
game of the Northwest Conference. Case was an
integral player, playing at shortstop and pitching.
Photo by Nate Chute
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Softball

.. lay ball!r Nothing ushers in spring
like baseball, Americas fa-
vorite pastime and at Whitworth its
no different. The Whitworth Bucs
finished 9-15 in the NWC.
Although the season didn't turn
out as many wins as the Pirates
wanted it to, Head Coach Keith
Ward came into this season know-
ing his work was cut out for him,
The team lost 16 seniors after the
2006 season.
"It was a disappointing season
win-loss record wise, but it was a re-
building year;' Ward said.
Already facing one of the most
competitive Division III confereno
es in the nation, the Pirates were
plagued with injuries.
"Looking at our team at the begin-
ning of the year, we believed we had
Junior Scott Wagstaff works with the pitcher to
pick off a Pacific Lutheran Lute leading too far off
first base. Photo by Tyler Zuck
what it took to win the conference
this year, but due to lingering inju-
ries and other unfortunate events,
we weren't able to play up to our po-
tential:' junior starting pitcher Jason
Weatherman said.
Coach Ward said the bullpen was
hit particularly hard this year.
"Everyone of our starting pitch-
ers has been injured anywhere from
a week to four weeks;' Ward said.
A highlight of the season was
the Pirates' trip to Peoria, Arizona.
They were guests of the San Diego
Padres and played in the complex
that normally houses their minor
league farm team. The team played
five non-conference games against
Washington & Lee, Trinity and Hast-
ings. Ward said the Padres were very
gracious hosts and the Whitworth
team had a great experience. Ad-
Freshman Stephen Baranowski pitches the ball to
home plate with intense concentration. Photo by
Nate Chute
ditionally, the Pirates walked away
with a few wins.
"In Arizona we beat Washington
and Lee 10-1 and apparently they re
pretty good;' Weatherman said.
In the end, it was team chemis-
try and unity that turned a losing
record into a winning season for the
Pirates.
"Everybody gets along very well,
Although we've struggled for much
of the season, we did it together as a
team:' Weatherman said.
Coach Ward said he is proud just
to be coaching Whitworth students.
"They are good athletes and good
students - a great group of guys:'
Ward said.
Story by Tyler Tupper
Senior Ryne Webb jumps to catch a throw to tag
out a Lute sliding into second base. Photo by
Tyle!Zuck
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Story by Claire Hills
C season-end-
needed to win
ciaim the cham-
rong first game,
a run in the first
them out for the
. uring the second
ie LePLante hit a
Wded.
st to the Wiidcats
e, it didn't aiter the
2007 season was for
the for Jessie LaPiante.
Prior to the championship, the Pirates were
in first place in the NWC and a coaches poli
ranked the women's softbali team eighth in
the nation.
They swept Willamette in doubie headers
to run their winning streak to ] 6 games.
Whitworth pitcher junior Jessie LaPiante
was awarded the win, throwing six strike-
PhDtosb1/';}esseClar~ outs in the game.
LaPiante's favorite game though, was their
3-] win against Linfieid in which she pitched
and hit a two-run home run.
LaPlante, from Rathdrum, Idaho, set a new Whitworth single season re-
cord for winning percentage, .900,
whiie posting an 18-2 pitching
record in 2007. Inciuding
her time at Spokane
Community Coliege,
LaPlante struck out
91 batters in ] 32 /)
innings.
The key to
such a great
season?
LaPlante
points to a great start in the first game
of the year "We were losing the entire
game untii two outs in the seventh. We
came back and won in nine innings. It was
a very exciting way to start the season,"
she said.
Story by Sha'nay McQuirter
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After a rigorous day filled withdance, cheer, and a final per-
formance, the Whitworth
2006-2007 cheersquadwaschosen
by coach Jen Matheis. So what got
these girls out on the floor for try-
outs? Returning member Michelle
Bess said, "I had always wanted to
be a cheerleader and so I went and
tried out. I thought it would be fun
to get involved since it is a newer
program at Whitworth;'
While the girls said the year
was exciting they also admit that
it was not as easy as some think.
The 13-member squad practiced
two-to-three nights a week for
about three hours beginning with
running, stretching, and perfecting
jumps. Afterward, the girls prac-
ticed an hour of stunting and an
hour of cheers and dances. More
than just physically challenging,
cheerleading was also mentally
challenging.
Bess said, "I have learned a lot
of patience. Most of us are new
to cheerleading and everyone had
to learn new cheers and dances. It
also takes patience watching the
Whitworth community adapt to
having a cheer squad;' said Bess
Coach Matheis, who was a for-
mer Eastern Washington Univer-
sity cheerleader, had been a cheer
coach for 12 years, four of those
with Whitworth.
"My favorite part about coach-
ing cheer was teaching new things
and then watching the girls get ex-
cited when it all comes together;'
said Matheis.
The Lady Buc cheer squad
loved watching the crowds re-
spond to their hard work. Bess
said her favorite moment of the
year was, "One of the last football
games before playoffs and we did
a stunt and the crowd got really
excited!"
Since the 2005-2006 cheerlead-
ers only cheered for basketball, it
was new for the football crowd to
have cheerleaders as well. With
the amazing 2006 football season
the crowd responded well, full of
team spirit, and ready to show it.
This made the football crowd the
cheerleaders' favorite.
Story by Kelsey Merriman
Freshman Kayla Lewis and sophomore Nicole
Holland cheer loud for the Pirate basketball team
Photo by Jessica Carrier
Junior Tawnya Strauss shows spirit during
football season, This is the squads first season
cheering for football in many years. Photo by
Nate Chute
Flyer junior Amy Scott goes to the top to show
her pride. Photo by Nate Chute
Cheerleading ~~
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In 1988 Whitworth College hired
Athletic Training Program Director
Russell Richardson to develop the
Athletic Training program. The pro-
gram at that time "was a revolving
door;' said Richardson. There had
been only eleven student trainers
to go through the program in the
previous ten years. These days the
program hosts 40-50 trainers a year
and places all of the graduates seek-
ing athletic training jobs.
The program, housed within the
department of kinesiology, merges
rigorous academic discipline with a
variety of practical clinical experi-
ences. It is closely aligned with the
Whitworth School of Education in
order to prepare teachers and ath-
letic trainers to address the unique
healthcare needs of today's second-
ary-schcol athletes.
Usually, each class is made up of
approximately 12 students, but In
2006-07 the graduating class was
half as large and worked twice as
hard to meet Whitworth College
athletes' needs. "This was a spe-
cial group of students;' Richardson
said. This past year's graduating
class was one of the smallest in
the recent history of the program,
but "the six students picked up the
workload and worked as if they
were 12 strong;' he said.
One of these unique students
was senior Aubrey Prince ~who not
only joined his fellow classmates in
working overtime, but took on a
leadership role within the program
as well. Prince was selected to at-
tend a national leadership confer-
ence for developing future leaders
In the profession and named the
Northwest Athletic Training As-
sociation (NWATA) Student Vice
President. "Its a great chance to get
undergraduate experience in the
sports medicine field;' Prince said.
Another benefit Prince named
was the opportunity to see all of
the hard work payoff when ath-
letes perform well. This past year,
the hard work of the trainers con-
tributed to several great seasons
for Whitworth teams, including the
football, softball and swimming
teams. "I believe our trainers have
made us as successful as we were
this year by keeping us healthy,
and if we were injured [they] got us
back into the game as fast as pos-
sible;' junior softball player Heather
Case said.
Story by Tiffanie Beatty
Whitworth students learn to tend to injured ankles by working in the athletic training room on the real injuries of Pirates athlete. Photos by JJ Ekin
Athletic Training ~»
r intra ral,~es s are in a
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during the worriers Ultimate Fri& tour-
nament, a one-day event hel~prU 22. A
team of Duvall freshmen won thet'6urna""
rnent. There was not a wo~ Jeag~e
this year, but women participated in the
cooed Challenge and Power leagues in the
fall and spring. Photo by Tyler Zuck
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Whether students were look-ing for new friends, tough
competition, or a fun
way to exercise, intramural sports
satisfied the desires of outlets reo
reational athletes. Over 2,000 stu-
dents participated in the intramural
athletic program this year, making
it the biggest in Whltworths history,
said Intramurals Coordinator Eric
Fredrickson, a senior.
Fredrickson served as this years
Intrarnurals coordinator and helped
plan for cooed Frisbee, volleyball,
and indoor and outdoor soccer
leagues, as well as separate mens
and wornens basketball leagues.
Teams had the choice to play in
the Challenge League, a more reo
reational and relaxed atmosphere,
Junior Scott Donnell makes a diving catch.
His Power League Frisbee team, Kamchatka,
won the fall championship. Photo by Thomas
Robinson
or the Power League, that attracted
more competitive athletes.
Junior Bethany Pyle played for
the Ultimate Frisbee team Kam-
chatka, that won the Power League
championship in the fall. "I love
Frisbee;' Pyle said. "Its a good way
for me to get exercise because I live
a pretty busy lifestyle. Intramurals
are much better than going to the
gym:'
Pyle says that playing on the
team was not only a great way to
meet people, but the fact that most
teams were co-ed provides a unique
and important element.
"Sports are so segregated grow-
ing up, and I don't think thats help-
ful for the relational quality of the
college experience;' Pyle said.
As an intramural basketball play-
er and referee, sophomore Bryan
Whitmore said that his favorite part
of intramurals was interacting with
other people and hanging out with
friends. "Sometimes its hard as a
referee to forget who your friends
are;' he said. "You have to forget
about your friend alliances and re-
main professional the whole time:'
Whitmore played on Frisbee and
volleyball teams as well.
Besides weekly league play, stu-
dents also had the chance to par-
ticipate in many special intramurals
tournaments throughout the year
including dodgeball, three on three
basketball, softball, flag football, and
grass volleyball.
Story by Katie Goodell
Whitworth intramural soccer players struggle to
gain control of the ball during an indoor soccer
game. Photo by Jessica Carrier
Freshman Cerl Chan defends his side of the bas-
ketbe] court during a late-night basketball game
Photo by Jessica Carrier
Intramurals 1a5~
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Jalina Acevedo
Spokane, WA
Psych. [,. Sociology
Alissa Adams
San Dimas, CA
Theology
Scott Adams
Gilroy, CA
Biology
Seth Ahnert
Bigfork, MT
Music
WHITWORTH
Joseph Andrews
Spokane, WA
Elern. £,. Special Edu.
Amanda Albright
Everett, WA
English
Michael Allan
Sammamish. WA
Journalism
Lisa Allen
Centralia, WA
Business Management
Daniel Bacon
Amy Barttels
Puyallup, WA
Theology
Daniel Bauch
Tacoma, WA
Political Studies
Jennifer Bauder
Mead. WA
Health
Ashley Bauman
Coppell, TX
Psychology £, Theology
Tiffanle Beatty
Tacoma, WA
Psychology
Meghan Beauchamp
Camano Island, WA
Health
Kristi Bechtel
Portland, OR
Elem. £,. Special Edu.
Lance Beck
Spokane, WA
Mktg. £,. Bus. Mgmt.
Jennifer Ahre
Tacoma, WA
Art
Bruce Ainsworth
Deer Park, WA
Accounting
Nathanael Ankeny
Newberg, OR
Music
Clara Beard
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Amanda Beason
Alburquerque, NM
Mktg. [,. Bus. Mgmt.
Bradley Beers
Mead. WA
English
Daniel Belko
Alta Lama, CA
Account. [,. Bus. Mgmt.
Melissa Bennett
Spokane, WA
Music
Emily Benson
Lewiston, ID
EJem. £, Special Edu.
Jacob Berg
Spokane, WA
Computer Science
Emily Bergsma
Spokane, WA
Art
Amy Bernard
Kirkland, WA
Philosophy £, Theatre
James Bettis
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Adam Bohnett
Redmond, WA
Business Management
Jamie Bonga
Spokane, WA
Chemistry £, Sociology
Darcy Brown
Ritzville, WA
Psychology
Kelsy Brown
Brigham City, UT
History £, Theology
~\T~
Peter Burke
Santa Cruz, CA
Journalism
Stacey Callaway
Spokane, WA
Psychology
Molly Bruner
Battle Ground, WA
lnt'! Studies
Rachel Burgess
Vancouver, WA
Chemistry
Katherine Busz
Seattle. WA
Theatre
Seniors ~
Major: Spanish Major, Certification for Ministry, Pys-
chology and Theology Minors
Birthdate: January 23, 1985
Hometown: Gig Harbor, Washington
When Iwas little Iwanted to be a teacher when I grew
up.
In 20 years, I hope to be a pastor, wife and mom.
My favorite childhood toy was probably my neighbors
Skip-It.
My favorite food as a kid was Paqliaccls Pizza or tuna
melts.
My favorite food now is Cal zones.
My first memory at Whitworth was moving into the
dorm and waiting for my roommate to show up.
I am going to miss the lovely people and the beautiful
trees at Whitworth.
I am not going to miss dirty snow in February and
Saga.
My most prized possession is my grandmother's neck-
lace from her 25th wedding anniversary.
My plans after graduation include: A year off and then
probably seminary.
Ste hanie (hristine Gillman
Jillian Cameron
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
David Cannon
Lewiston, 10
Religion
Kimberly Carlsen
Newcastle, WA
Sociology
Michael Carlson
Stanwood, WA
Religion
Kyle Carnegie
Otis Orchards, WA
Physics
Jessica Carrier
Tigard, OR
Interntl Business
Cynthia Cashion
Spokane, WA
Mathematics
Gregory Caster
Sherwood, OR
Business Management
Evan Cate
Vancouver. WA
Religion
Stacie Chamberlin
Newman Lake, WA
Psychology
Michael Chansavang
Tacoma, WA
Sp. Cornm. [, Psych.
Kathleen Chase
Lewiston, ID
History
Emily Clader
Montrose, CO
Art f., Psychology
Caitlin Couper
Spokane, WA
Sociology
Timothy Davis
Colorado Springs, CO
Accoun. & Bus. Mgmt.
Christine Dewitt
Yakima. WA
Biology
Holy Chea
Tacoma. WA
Speech Communication
Robert Clark
Gig Harbor, WA
Communications
Michael Curry
Bellevue, WA
Business Management
Nick De Benedetti
Moses Lake, WA
Accoun. & Bus. Mgmt.
Thomas Dionne
Spokane, WA
Marketing E. Bus. Mgmt.
Molly Chetwcod
Lewiston. 10
Elementary Education
Beau Cbevassus
Enumclaw, WA
Religion E Theatre
Michael Chow
Seattle, WA
Business Management
Timothy Cipoletti Jr
Newport, WA
Accounting
Yasmeen Cobb
Mead, WA
English
Regina D'Aprtle
Spokane, WA
Biology
Jacob Deberg
Spokane, WA
Market. & Bus. Mgmt.
David Dixon
Peta, HI
Computer Science
Adam Cogswell
Spokane, WA
Music
Jennifer Daley
Redmond, WA
Theology
Jared Dejong
Grandview, WA
Bus. Mgmt. E Compo Sci.
Tyler Dobler
Spokane, WA
Business Management
Jill Colgan
Sumner, WA
Accoun. & Bus. Mgmt.
Cameron Collings
Colbert, WA
Health
Rebecca Datin
Kent, WA
Elementary Education
Lindsay Davis
Lake Forest, CA
Athletic Train. & Health
Jacob DePell
Spokane, WA
Business Management
Michelle Desmarais
Hauser. 10
Health
Jeanine Douglass
Phoenix. AZ
Act
Alicia Dayl
Spokane, WA
Theatre
Seniors ~
Thomas Driver
Spokane, WA
Economics [, Bus. MgmL
Megan Duff
Vista, CA
Psychology
Elizabeth Eads
Kennewick, WA
Theatre
Kyle Eberth
Meridian, [0
Theology
Carrie Edwards
Kettle Falls, WA
Psychology
Kristen Eguchi
Kaneohe, HI
Biology [, Psychology
JiJlian Ellingson
Deer Park, WA
Elementary Education
NIcole Elliott
Pasco, WA
Elementary Education
Phillip Entel
Clarkston, WA
Biology
Clayton Erickson
Hunters, WA
History
Rachael Erickson
Yakima, WA
Theatre
Garin Etcheberry New-
berg, OR
Interntl Studies
Joel Evans
Spokane, WA
Health
Anna Everett
Brier, WA
Accounting [, Bus. Mgmt
Sarah Falwey
Spokane, WA
Theology
Fe'ene Fenene
Seattle, WA
English
Lindsey Fangman
Pasco, WA
Elementary Education
Zachery Farnam
Spokane, WA
Health
Dustin Frank
Rathdrum, 10
Mathematics
Eric Fredrickson
Kennewick, WA
Biology [, Chemistry
Eric Fredriksen
Boise, 10
Account. [, Bus. Mgmt.
Tucker Freeman
Tonasket, WA
Biology
Priscilla Fuentes
Stanton. CA
Psychology
Kate Fuller
Beaverton, OR
Btclcqy
Sean Gaskill
Seattle, WA
History
Brian Grant
Spokane, WA
Theology
Matthew Halldorson
Camas, WA
HIstory & Theology
Greggory Hare
Spokane, WA
History
Jeff Grassley
Flower Mound, TX
History
Rachel Gray
Winnemucca, NV
English
Lindsey Gresset
Seattle, WA
Elementary Education
Chelsea Griffith
Colbert, WA
Mathematics
Ryan Hackbarth
Bend, OR
Bus. Mgmt. f., Religion
Alexandria Hadford
Spokane, WA
Political Studies
Kyrsten Hafso
Spokane, WA
Music
Stephan Hare
Spokane, WA
Health
John Harlow
Portland, OR
Political Studies
Bethany Harmon
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Kathryn Harmon
Colorado Springs, CO
Elementary Education
Michael Grandy
Richland, WA
Computer Science
Drew Griggs
Colbert, WA
Business Management
Jared Hall
Colbert, WA
Music Edu. f., Music
Scott Harmon
Monroe, WA
Elementary Education
Seniors ~.
Laura Harper
Colorado Sprlnqs. CO
Religion [,. Sociology
Kevin Hasenfus
Lodi, CA
Marketing
Kyle Hevercrott
Rathdrum. 10
Athletic Train. [,. Health
Kyle Haverly
Bend, OR
Math [,. Music
Sarah Hennagin
Casper, WY
French £, Religion
Zachary Henningsen
Hillsboro, OR
Health
Stephen Hess
Spokane, WA
Religion
Adam HewItt
Seattle, WA
Mathematics
Christine Hill
Dublin, CA
Elementary Education
Joshua Hinnenkamp
Spokane, WA
Biology
Major: Double major in Journalism and Mass
Communications and History
Birthdate: January 10, 1985
Hometown: Lakewood, Washington
When I was little I wanted to be a pilot when I
grew up.
In 20 years, I hope to be a journalist.
My favorite childhood toy was toy cars.
My favorite food as a kid was spaghetti.
My favorite food now is a good steak.
My first memory at Whitworth was meeting my
two roommates and setting up our room.
I am going to miss the close-knit community at
Whitworth.
I am not going to miss living in the dorms.
My most prized possession is my computer.
My plans after graduation include: [ hope to
continue my work in the field of journalism.
Jeffrey Hixson
Battle Ground, WA
\ccount. [, Bus. Mgmt.
Greg Hoff
Shelton, WA
Music
Andrew Hodgson
Dayton, WA
Business Management
Tucker Hopp
Seattle, WA
A.thletic Train. [, Health
Go Horiguchi
Cheney, WA
Athletic Training
Jaimalene Hough
Kennewick, WA
Physics
Jason Hunter
Oak Harbor, WA
Biology
Ryley Hunter
Cranbrook, BC
Elementary Education
Gavin Jamieson
Seattle. WA
Political Studies
Stephany Jeffers
Anchorage, AK
Biology
Emily Johnson
Cook. WA
Sociology [, Theology
Joseph Johnson
Tonasket, WA
Marketing [, Comm.
Megan Johnson
Omak, WA
Athletic Train. f., Health
Robin Hoffmeister
Portland, OR
Elementary Education
Steven Honeyman
Spokane, WA
Economics
Victoria Hope
Spokane, WA
Spanish
~
Brandon Howell
Clarkston, WA
Health
Annemarie Huber
Everett, WA
Communications
Renee Huggins
Spokane, WA
English
Kalani lranon
Spokane, WA
Business Management
Carina lrimia
Nampa, [0
Psychology
Justin James
Walla Walla, WA
Marketing
Peter Jo
Richland, WA
Biology [, Chemistry
Christopher Johnson
Spokane, WA
Economics [, Bus.
Elizabeth Johnson
Silverton, OR
Business Management
Meghan Johnson
Spokane, WA
Elem. [, Special Edu
Naree Johnson
Richland, WA
Music
Adam Jones
Olympia, WA
Mktg. [, Bus. Mgmt.
Seniors ~ ..
Alison Jones
Bend, OR
Mktg, £, Bus. Mgmt.
Jacob Jones
Moses Lake, WA
History
James Jones
Fllxton. Manchester
Health £, Physical Edu.
Katy Jones
Spokane Valley. WA
History
Bethany Jose
Vista, CA
English £, Theology
Erin Kabusreiter
Tualatin. OR
Journalism
WHITWORTH..................... -
Brett Kagawa
Mililani, HI
Biology
Mark Keathley
Mount Olive, NC
English
Ryan Kelso
Medical Lake, WA
Biology
Ryan Keogh
Missoula, MT
Theology
Jessica King
Three Rivers, CA
Elementary Education
Lauren Kleinschmidt
Brier, WA
Account. £, Bus. Mgmt.
Lyette Klundt
Walla Walla, WA
Elementary Education
Melissa Koch
Connell, WA
Elementary Education
Julie Kolbo
Spokane, WA
Nursing
Beth Krause
Snohomish, WA
Art
Debra Krenn
Hillsboro, OR
Elementary Education
Beth Lanctot
Wilbur, WA
English
Isaac Lanctot
Spokane, WA
Business Management
Elizabeth Lang
Kent, WA
Elementary Education
Aaron Larsen
Puyallup, WA
History
Janelle Larsen
Spangie, WA
Elernentery Education
Julie Lauterbach
Arnold, CA
English £, Spanish
Cecilia Laverty
Spokane, WA
Peace Studies
Andrea Lewis
Veradale, WA
Sociology
Carolina Maldonado
Sanjose. Costa Rica
Arts [,. Arts Admin.
Donovan Lierman Janice Line
Spokane, WA
Theology
Clinton Lipscomb
Republic, WA
English
Adam Loeffler
Seattle, WA
Applied Physics
Jessica Loncosty
Spokane, WA
Elem. Edu. E Music
Lindsey Maloney
Spokane, WA
Art
Michael Marchesini
Seattle, WA
Peace Studies
Amanda Martinez
San Juan Capistrano. CA
Sp. Camm. [, Spanish
Joshua McCorkle
Kennewick, WA
Theology
Jamie McDonald
Buckeye, AZ
Biology
Bethany McNutt
Lompoc, CA
Elem. £, Special Edu.
Justine Marcy
Colbert, WA
History
Andrea Marsh
Wailuku, HI
Psychology
Antonio McClinon
Spokane, WA
Sociology
Brennan McQuerry
Richland, WA
Computer Science
Sha'nay McQuirter
Raeford, NC
Sociology
Rachel Martin
Spokane, WA
tnt'! Studies
Rachael McCooJa
Durango, CO
Psychology
Rachel Mellinger
Richland, WA
Chemistry
Seniors ~
Mark Mesdag
Spokane, WA
Accounting
Gretchen Meyer
Roseburg, OR
Cross-Cltr. and Int'l Studies
Karina Montgomery
Spokane, WA
Biology----
Stephen Montgomery
Portland, OR
Philosophy E, Sociology
Carmen Montoya
Spokane. WA
Account. f., Bus. Mgmt.
Nicole Montoya
Sequim, WA
History
Michelle Moon
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Kosheno Moore
Honolulu, HI
Computer Science
Kevin Narum
Walla Walla, WA
Biology
Jennifer Nelson
Ottawa, KS
Sociology
Michael Nelson
Bend, OR
lnt'l Business
Nathan Newberg
McMinnville, OR
Sociology
Krystal Newman
Boise,ID
Biology f., Chemistry
Amy Newton
Upland, CA
Art f., Biology
Ryan Niemeyer
Ornek. WA
Bio. Eo Cross-Cur. Studies
Michael Novasky
Tacoma, WA
Sp. Comm. E, Religion
Karl Nupen
Mililani, HI
Biology
Aaron O'Brien
Bellingham, WA
Health
Curtis Olson
Englewood, CO
Account. f., Bus. Mgmt.
Delia Orosco
Tacoma, WA
Political Studies
-- --- - - - -
Katherine Orphan
Reno, NY
English & Religion
liHlTWHnTU
Clark Pauls
Davenport, WA
Health
Kimberlee Ortiz
Desert Hot Springs, CA
Political Studies
Elizabeth Pempe
Kirkland, WA
Chemistry
Moll lenore Robinson
Major: Mathematics with Computer Science minor
Birthdate: April 2, 1985
Hometown: Born in Valdez,AK, Currently lives in Bellingham, WA
When I was little I wanted to be my big sister when I grew up,
In 20 years, I hope to have my Ph,D, and have at least one paper
published, I also hope to have traveled to at least ten foreign countries
by then,
My favorite childhood toy was this big box of dress-up clothes, but
mostly I played outside with my brother and the two neighbor boys
making up crazy stories and games.
My favorite food as a kid was tacos, I think I liked them because we
each got to build our own tacos and since I was the youngest, I got to
feel grown-up,
My first memory at Whitworth was standing shyly with my new room-
mate Alyssa in line waiting to get our pictures taken for IDs, There
were bursts of nervous conversation and lots of awkward silences.
I am going to miss the small-school atmosphere at Whitworth, Be-
cause the MathlCS department is so small, you get to really know the
other students and professors.
My most prized possession is probably be my $15 spoon ring, My
sister and I got them together and she is my best friend,
My plans after graduation include going to grad school to get my Mas-
ters, After that." who knows?
Allison Oyster
MillCreek, WA
Elementary Education
Keith Petersen
Burbank, WA
Music
Diana Painter
Anchorage, AK
Spanish
Nicole Parker
Centralia, WA
English
Noah Patterson
Bishop, CA
History & Poli Sci.
Chelsea Peterson
Snohomish, WA
[n1'1Studies & Spanish
Doug Pettis
Chattaroy, WA
Theology
Justin Pettit
Snohomish, WA
Computer Science
Seniors ~
Toree Pfursich
Spokane. WA
lnt'l Business
Todd Phillips
Brewster. WA
History
Amy Ptturachsatit
Moses Lake, WA
Elementary Education
Heather Poppen
Huntington Beach, CA
Biology
Aubrey Prince
Upland, CA
Athletic Train. £, Health
Erika Prins
Folsom, CA
Int'I Studies & Spanish
Charlotte Psick
Medical Lake, WA
Biology
Marissa Puntigam
Seattle, WA
Sociology £, Theology
Lawenda Randle
Du Pont, WA
English
Dustin Rasmussen
Bremerton, WA
Applied Physics
Caleb Reeber
Spring Vailey Lake, CA
Biology
Sarah Rim
Tacoma, WA
Biology
Liv Ringo
Spokane. WA
Psychology
Melinda Rinne
Richland, WA
Art
Daniel Roberts
Grand Coulee, WA
Elementary Education
Kathryn Robinson
Spokane, WA
lnternll Studies
Molly Robinson
Bellingham, WA
Mathematics
Christine Robison
Tacoma, WA
Psychology
Grant Roesler
Lake Oswego, OR
Political Studies
Nicholas Portrey
Spokane, WA
Int'I Bus. £, Bus.Mgmt.
Courtney Powell
Anacortes, WA
Theology
Jacob Quatier
Lake Oswego, OR
Computer Science
Erika Raborn
Spokane, WA
.... ...;,P,;;,y~chology
DenniRoberts
Rice, WA
Elementary Education
Colin Robeson
Tucson. AZ
Religion
Aaron Rogstad
Bellevue, WA
Cross-Cultural Study
Kasandra Ross
Wellpinit, WA
Elementary Education
Geoffrey Sanders
Lafayette, CO
Mktg. £, Bus. Mgmt.
Laura Scheffnit
Las Vegas, NV
Chemistry £, Math
Alexander Schloss
Los Angeles, CA
English £, Compo Sci
Jodi Schock
Spokane, WA
Health
Gwendolyn Sellers
Colorado Spgs, CO
English
Ali Seyedali
Redmond. WA
Biology
Katie Shaw
Portland, OR
English
Suzanne Sherman
Spokane, WA
English
Leah Silvieus
Gladstone, Ml
English
Cynthia Simmons
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Shelby Simmons
Manson, WA
Comm. £, Theology
Cody Simonson
Kennewick. WA
Biology
Justin Rundle
Spokane, WA
Bus. Mgmt. £, Spanish
Mark Schuldt
Seattle, WA
History f., Theology
Richard Sherman 11
Mead, WA
History
David Slttser
Spokane, WA
Theology
Kristin Sande
Hayden Lake, ID
Sociology
Nichole Sedler
Spokane, WA
Elem. £, Special Edu.
Brian Shook
Spokane, WA
Business Management
Brittany Siont
Scottsdale, AZ
Psychology £,. Theology
Tatyana Slyusareva
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Peter Smelser
Charlotte, NC
Journalism
Amy Smith
North Bend, WA
Account. £, Bus. Mgmt.
Brian Smith
Boise,ID
Mathematics
James Smith
Poulsbo, WA
Chemistry
Jo Sonnett
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Seniors ~
Katie Stewart
Carbondale, CO
Elementary Education
Elizabeth Stone
Spokane, WA
Act
Colin Storm
Spokane, WA
Journalism
Paul Stephens
East Wenatchee, WA
Computer Sci.
Christopher Stewart
Spokane, WA
BIology f,. Health
Megan Stone
Mora, OR
lntemtl Studies
Yukimi Tanaka
Major: International Business
Birthdate: March 25, 1985
Hometown: Nagoya Aichi Japan
When I was little I wanted to be a tour conductor
when I grew up.
In 20 years, I hope to be skinny and speaking Eng-
lish better.
My favorite childhood toy was badrnlnton.
My favorite food as a kid was Curry Rice.
My favorite food now is an ornlet filled with fried
rice.
My first memory at Whitworth was that it was so
cold and there was too rnuch English.
I am going to miss French Dip and squirrels at Whit-
worth.
I am not going to miss the Bible and eggnog.
My most prized possession is my friends and three
years in the U.S.
My plans after graduation include ... I haven't decided
yet. I hope I can find an American guy. J/K.
Andrea Taylor
Bend, OR
Psychology
Benjamin Tkach
Williston, ND
History & Poli Sci.
Carrie Treusch
Kirkland, WA
Elementary Education
Charity Triplett
Yerington, NV
Biology
Ashley Troxel
Coeur d'Alene, ID
English
Michael Tucker
Snohomish, WA
Health
Kathryn Tumer
Spokane, WA
History
Donald Vanden
Berge Ontario, CA
History
Andrew Stutheit
Littleton, CO
Sociology
Kristin Tewell
Meridian, JD
Music
Joseph Tobiason
Gig Harbor, WA
Cross-Cultural Study
Katherine Troxell
Fort Collins, CO
Communications
Michael Vander Giessen
Lynden, WA
Comm. & Theolo.
Elizabeth Sutherland
Marysville, WA
Theology
Patrick Taber
Medina, WA
Business Management
Kristy Thompson
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Lauren Thompson
Lakewood, WA
Elementary Education
Lindsay Tootell
Missoula, MT
Sociology
Lindsay Treiber
Sequim, WA
Speech Communication
James Trull
Spokane, WA
Marketing & Bus. Mgmt.
Nicole Vander Meulen
Mount vernon. WA
Business Management
Melissa Vanderwel
Camano Island, WA
Biology
Seniors ~
r
Nicholas Varlamos
Edmonds, WA
Health
Ileana Varnam
Deer Park, WA
Sociology
Suzanne Viducich
Hillsboro, OR
Marketing (,. Bus. Mgmt.
Bobby Walston
Tacoma, WA
Political Studies
Teby Wammack
Montrose, CA
Spanish
Brianna Warren
Pomeroy, WA
Marketing (,. Bus. Mgmt.
Stacey Webber
South Bend, WA
Psychology
Rachel Wenzel
Sandy, OR
Biology
Andrew Westlund
Walla Walla, WA
English £, Health
Erin Whitney
Shoreline, WA
Elem. £, Special Edu.
Silas Wild
Seattle, WA
Art £, Chemistry
Megan Wildenhaus
Spokane, WA
Elementary Education
Mario Vigil
Spokane, WA
English
Crystal Viken
Tacoma, WA
lnterntl Studies
Katrina Wheeler
Grandview, WA
French
Benjamin White
Spokane, WA
Theatre
Seth Wall
Carnation, WA
Chemistry [, Quant. Analy.
Ryne Webb
Spokane, WA
En,glish
Chelsea Whitfield
Fremont, CA
Theology
Brian Wilkins
Littleton, CO
Marketing [, Bus. Mgmt
Bryan Williams
Colbert, WA
Business Management
John Williamson
Snohomish, WA
Comm. £, Theolo.
Corinne Wilson
Snoqualmie, WA
English
Ashley Wilson
Manson, WA
lnt'l Business £, Mktg.
Jocelyn Wilson
Oak Ridge, TN
Biology
Jeff Wirth Jr
Lake Oswego, OR
Music
Marissa Williams
Longview, WA
Nursing
Emily Wold
Chelan, WA
Act
7
Ste hen Thomas Hess
Major: Religion Major and Philosophy and Biblical
Languages Minors
Blrthdate: May 1, 1985
Hometown: Ellensburg, Washington
When I was little I wanted to be a garbage truck
driver when I grew up.
In 20 years, I hope to be doing full-time ministry in a
church.
My favorite childhood toy was a Stomp Rocket.
My favorite food as a kid was candy.
My favorite food now is candy.
My first memory at Whitworth was free sundaes at a
transfer student ice cream social.
I am going to miss the friends I've made at Whit-
worth and the great professors.
I am not going to miss tuition payments.
My most prized possession are sketchy pictures of
Michael Carlson in Israel.
My plans after graduation include seminary.
Charles Wray
Seattle, WA
Business Management
Julie Wright
Woodinville, WA
English
Tara Vi
Tacoma, WA
Biology
Brittney Young
Spokane, WA
Chemistry
Jonathan Young
Tracy, CA
Marketing & Bus. Mgmt.
Paul Young
Wenatchee, WA
Physics
Jennifer Zaremba
Bellingham, WA
Communications
Michael Zimmerman
Seattle, WA
Applied Physics
Andrew Zugner
Yakima, WA
Health
Seniors ~~
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Editor's Note> 254
Abelar, Austin 170
Absalonson, Pet 178
Acevedo, Jl!IIM 148
Adams. Ansee 148
Adams, Kristine 207
Adams, Peter 178
Adams, Scott 148, 223
Adere, Justin 178
Ahnert. Seth 148,223
Ahre. Jennifer 78,148,220
Ahslng, Christopher 228
Ainsworth, Bruce 148
Al-Jebreeo, Zald 212
Albrlght. Amanda 148, 185,
186,187
Alexander, Jeesice 207
Alfrey, .Joshue 228
Allan, Michael 16, 148
Alldredge, Daniel 202
Allen, Lisa 148, 190
Amble, Matthew 228
Andaluz, ceteune 170
Anderson, Alisha 176" 178
Anderson, Amy 21,228
Anderson, Christie 86
Anderson, Corey 212
Anderson, .Jcnethon 228
Anderson, Kaylee 2]2
Anderson, Mark 228
Anderson, Mllry 228
Anderson, Michael 178
Anderson, Pamela 178
Anderson, RlIchel 207
Anderson, Rebekah 178
Anderson, Rlchllrd 202
Andre, Ulchllf)' 178
Andrews, Joseph 148
Anegon, Angell! 207
Anegon, Edward 228
Ankeny. Nathllneel 148
Annis, Bryce 170
Ann!s, Trevor 170
Ansotlgue, Danlelle 228
Applegate, Jennifer 148
Armentrout, Megan 212
Amer, Laura 220
Arvin, Jessica 228
Ash, Stephen 228
Asleson, Kristopher 170
Aspees. Krista 170
Assad, Timothy 194
Atherton, Daniel 228
Atkins, Chllrls 190
Attwood. Brtan 228
Atwood, Kelsey 170. 174
Auer, Gabriella 212
Auld, Alexandra 228
Aurand, Amanda 148
Austen, .Jullenne 207
Aven. Llnh 193,194,198
Avila, Ana 148
Bacon. Daniel 148,194
Bacon, Joy 63, 170
Bailey, Michael 225
Baird, Scren 148,207
Baker. Kelly 110, 194
Baker, Kristin 148
Baker, Mark 86, 212
Baker, Matthew 170
Baker, Megan 228
Baker, Stephen 225
Baldridge, Kate 212
Baldwin, Christopher 221
Bllldwln, Eden 212
Baldwln, Tyson 177.207
Berenowsks, Stephen 133,207
Bardwell. Nlchole 102,207
Bllre, Alexllnder 212
Barelther, Matthew 170
Barker, Christine 186
Bllrkley, Haden 86, 228
B1Imes, DllVld 178
Barnes, JlIson 228
Barnes, Todd 228
Barnes, Tracy 212
BlIrnhlll, Caleb 190
Bllrnum, Scott 170
Barr, Whitney 212
BlIrrlck, Benjamin 228
Barron, Sophie 25,178
Barshaw, Julie 148
Bartlett. Erica 186
Barton, vivien 228
Berttels, Amy 148
Bassett, Brook 63. 220
Bates. Krtsnne 228
Bauch, Daniel 148
Bauder, Jennifer 148
Baughman, Erica 228
Bauman, Ashley 148
Bauman, Michael 178
Beumenn, Brian ] 70
Bayens, Kotrina 194
Baylis. Emily 178
Baynes. Erin 186
Ballmer, JaM 194
Beans, Stephalne 228
Beard. Ciara 148
Beason, Amanda 148,222
Beatty, Tlffanle 41. 148, 189
Beauchamp. Meghan 148
Becb, Patrick 190
Bechtel, Krlst! 148
Beck, Jennifer 212
Beck, Lance 148
Becker, Molly 190
Bedell. Kyle 228
Beechtnor, Lucas 202
Beers, Bradley 148
Beggs, Jennifer 178
Behan. Brandon 228
Belet. Daniel 207
Belko, Daniel 148
Bell, Alexis 170
Bellinger, Henneh 228
Bellwood, C!lrll 224
Bennett, Melissa 149,169
Bennett, Michelle 169,170
Benscoter, Matthew 228
Benson, EmUy 149
Berg, Jacob 149
Bergm!ln. Daniel 202
Bergsma, Emily 149
Berke, Mackenzie 228
Bemlll. Rebecca 228
Bernard, Amy 70,149,220
Bemard. ErIn 228
Bess, Michelle 136. 194
Bettis. Bradley 178
Bettis, Ji!lmes 149
Betts. Nlchole 149,226,227
Beverly. Jerry 228
Bidstrup, Samara 228
Blege, Laura 224
Bielen, Kalee 225
Bterhnk. Steven 228
BliUng, Shannon 149
Binford, Melissa 149. 170
Bingham, Ginger 228
Bisalllon, Keith 212
Bisch, Kyle 194
Bishop, Lauren 225
BIssell, Bethann 228
Bivin, Brian 202
Black, Edward 149
Black. Kristen 228
Blackburn, Sean 149
Blake, Erlck 202
Blake. Tyler 202
Blanford, Mellnda 228
Bloch, Andrew 228
Bloom, Jessie 149,221
Blott, Krtsttna 222
Blum, Leure 170
Bockemuehl, Hannah 228
Bote, Emmanuel 212
Bohnert. Adam 149, 202
Bond, Jessica 186
Bone 11.Charles 228
Bone, Kalena 178
Bence, Jamie 149
Bonnema, Benjamin 77.212
Bonnema, David 228
Bookert, Josef 194
Borders, Ashley 228
Bcshear. Therese 186
Bostock, Kevin 149
Boucher. Jenny 178
Bourne, SCott 212
Bowen, Aaron 170
Bower, Alld!! 229
Bowers, Carrie 170
Bowie, Jullanna 170
Bowzer. Michelle 170
Boyer, Ched 149
Boyer, Jennifer 149,170
Boyer, Stacy 149
Boyington, Erin 229
Boyles, Spencer 190
Boysun, Andrea 178
Brllck, Steven 212
Bradley, Kelly 212
Brandler, Justin 202
Brast, Benjamin 170
Bratcher, luk!ls 229
Bratllen, Alicia 125,178
Bratton, &arah 212
Brauer, Alayna 149
Bray, Carter 229
Brewer. Eric 229
Brewster, .Jenee 211. 212
Briggs, Anne 212
Brinkman, Chllrley 88, 194
Brinson, Annie 186
Broemellng, Carolina 229
Brogden-Thome, Sarah 149
Brombech, Meghan 194
Brooks, Sarah 149
Brooksher, Kyle 16, 212
Brown, Amanda 186
Brown, Celeste 149
Brown, Craig 149
Brown, Darcy 149.224
Brown, Garrett 194
Brown, Hannah 212.215
Brown. Jeffrey 229
Brown, Kelsy 149
Brown, Ryan 190
Brown. Tlff,my 178
Brown, Tracey 229
Bruner, Molly 149
Brunk. Blake 229
Bryant, Michael 178,181
Buffington, Rebecca 178
Buffum, Joel 178
Buleqe. Elly 178
Buley, Tiffany 170
Bumgarner. Kelsey 95, 186
Bumpus, Jessica 229
Bunker, Raymond 170
Burden. Kelsey 229
Burgess, Melissa 229
Burgess, Rachel 149.222
Burke, Peter 149
Burkholder. Bryce 229
Bums, Rachel 178
Burnside, Amende 212
Burroughs, Rebecca 229
Busternente, Alex 212
Busl, Katherlne 149,220
Butelo, Jessica 13, \78, 180
Butler, Sarah 220
Bye, Torance 170
VOLLEYBALL CROSS COUNTRY
194 Corigliano, Lucas 178 Darbonne, Lndsay 194 Dorsing, Patrick 125,179
Chapin, Katy 212 Corigliano, Tiffany 229 Darbonne, Ryan 178
Dorway, Whitney 171
Chapman, Briltney 194 Corpron, Jessica 194 Daroff II. David 202 Douglas. Sarah
195
Chase. Kathleen \51,221 Cosand. Miranda 178 Dasso. Chelsea 212 Douglass. Jeanine
151, 195,198
Chea, Holy 151,221 Cote, Atyson 225 Datin, Rebecca 151, 213
Dayl, Alicia 151
Chenoweth. Lydia 170 Coles, Joshua 229 Dauer, Allison 225
Drake, Aaron 230
Chestnut, Monica 229 Cotton, Timothy 170 Daugs, Mar21 213 Dresback. Jonathan
230
Chetwood. Molly 151 Couch, Courtney 229 Davis, Abbie 230 Driver, Thomas
152
Chevassus. Beau 151,222 Coughlin, Timothy 229 Davis, Caroline 211,213
Dual. Alfred 230
Chiavetta, Danlelle 178 Counts. Michael 19' Davis. Daniel 44,225
Dubes, Rachel 124, 195
Chow. Michael 151 Couper, Caitlin 151,190 Davis, Jessica 194 Dudley, Renee
195
Caldwell, Chris 190 Christianson, Kelli
178 Cowen, Rachel 229 Davis, Lindsay 151 Dufault, Emily 213
Callaway, Stacey 149 Cbrusoskle, Lauren
178 Call, Amanda 190 Davis, Timothy 151 Duff, Megan 152
Cameron, Jillian 150 Chute, Nathan
229 Cozad, Michael 202 Dawson, Phillip 178 Dugas. Anne 179
Campbell. Emily 178 Chute, Ryan
207 Cratn, Tori 110,212 De Benedetti, Nick 151, 170 Duncan, Kyle 202
Campbell, Rebecca 178 Cipoletti Jr, Timothy
151 Crane, Jennifer 229 De Camp, Heather 230 Dupuis. Chance 190
Campbell, Shealyn 190 Cleder. Emily 151. 220
Crawford, Nicola 212 De Jong, Danielle 170 Durham, Breanne 171. 197
Canales, lveth 16, 186
Claiborn, Elise 178 Creech, Casey 212 Deardorff. Chelsea 225 Dye.Jseae 213
Cannard. Zachary 225 Claiborn, Paige
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Un Temps Pour Danser
Jocelyn Mary-Estelle Jocelyn Mary-Estelle Jocelyn Mary-Estelle
Ballet Class Performance Performance
Anderson Air Force Base Whitworth College Whitworth College
Guam, USA {1992} Spokane, Washington {2006} Spokane, Washington {2005}
Nous portons ce tresor dans des vases de terre, afin que cette grande puissance soit attribuee aDieu, et non
pas a nois, Nous sommes presses de toute rnaniere, mais non reduits a l'extremlte: dans la detresse, mais
non dans Ie desespoir: persecutes, mais non abandonnes: abattus, mais non perdus; portent toujours avec
nous dans notre corp la mort de Jesus, afin que la vie de Jesus soit aussi rnanlfestee dans notre corps. (2
Corinthians 4:7-10)
Congratulations Sister! Ilove you and Iam waiting in eager anticipation for the many blessings God is preparing
for your future. Continue to let God mold and shape your vessel. .. you are beautiful, intelligent, sprightly-and
Iwould not have it any other way-Submitted by her Sister, Jasmine Iris Wilson
II y a un temps pour tout, un temps pour toute chose sous les cieux: ... et un temps pur danser;
(Ecclesiastes 3: 1&4)-Scripture submitted by her Mom, Iris Wilson
I will praise thee, 0 LORD, with my whole heart; I will shew forth all thy marvelous works'. I will bless the
LORD at all times: his praise shall continually be in my mouth' -And he hath put a new song in my mouth,
even praise unto our God: many shall see it, and fear, and shall trust in the LORD3• (Psalms: 19:1. '34:1,
340:3)-Scripture submitted by her Dad, Willie J. Wilson
I
I .
I
1~~~~~~~~~~JI.MtMu~~
This is so
scary,
I And yet we're
so merry!
Rachael is
graduating
from ~college,
Where she
gained so
much
knowledge.
Friends, sports,
and extra
curricular
activities
abound.There's no slowing down when Rachael's around.
Although new adventures she is about to endeavor,
Her Whitworth years will be cherished forever!
Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad, and Nick
We love you and are so very proud!
We were forever blessed when you came,
We are infinitely proud of all you have become,
We have immeasurable joy from your presence,
And we are infinitely grateful He entrusted us with youl
Mom, Dad and Brad
"Trust in the Lord forever, For in GOD the LORD, we have
an everlasting Rock."
lsaish 26:4
Anininunis
Nunca pierdas la
capacidad de
asombro ...
... Nor walk away
from Him who gave
it to you.
Hugs & besos,
De Maaaa & Darris
~ eutJfMul, MtJJMni),
Senior Ads ~
"Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, As
working for the Lord, not for men ..:'
~~~~'Re«MJ NMAmMS CoL 323 t;WM seUtwt
Congratulations!
Amy Piturachsatit, we are so very proud of you and
all of your accomplishments. May your dreams always
follow the ones God has for your life.
We love you very much!
Mom and Dad
You've come a long way baby!
Congratulations on achieving your goals.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kaitlyn, Wyly,
Grandma and Grandpa Boyll
Alissa Adams
Congratutanonsu!
You did it - and along the
way made great friends,
grew in Christ and
blossomed into a beautiful,
intelligent young woman
with a terrific future.
We love you,
Dear Gwennie,
Congratulations!
We are so proud of your hard work and great
accomplishments in such a short time.
You bring us much joy!
Know that we are loving you,
Mom andDad
Congratulations, Katie!
For I know the plans I have for you ...
plans to prosper you and not harm you,
plans to give you hope and a future.
Our love, Mom, Dad, Brad and Wade
I May God Bless You Always. May He give you enough tears to keep you tender, enough hurts to keep you
I humble, enough failures to keep your hand held tightly in His. May He give you enough successes to make
sure you continue your walk beside Him. And may God always shower you with His love to give you faith,
hope, and trust in Him. We willalways hold you close to our hearts in thoughts and prayers. We're proud of
you!
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR GRADUATION
NICHOLE BETTS
You have grown from an amazing child who
continues to be talented, intelligent, beautiful and
respected. We love you, and are so proud of you.
Mom, your family and friends
~~~NkIuJts IJeIIs
Your chosen life
verse has been
proven true in
your years at
Whitworth.
As you've
prospered and grown, academically and spiritually, God
has provided just the right professors and friends to walk
beside you, giving you hope and skills for your future. We
are proud that you've sought out the answers to your dif-
ficult questions. Your times and plans are in God's careful
hands. We love you. Dad and Mom, Erin, Rhys, Ariana,
Joel, Christina, Hannah, and Nate
Jeremiah 29: 11, NIV
Our Beloved
Marissa,
"For [ know the
plans I have for
you;' declares
the LORD,
"plans to
prosper you
and not to harm
you, plans to
give you hope
and a future"
Jeremiah 29:11
~MllPhsa 'PIJMNAI'lJM_ ~..._.......--::I5;;i;; Ads I
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Congratulations, Peter!
The Bible begins with a baseball game "In the beg ... inning ..:'
[Gen 1: 1 (NEB)] and finishes with Paul playing golf "",I
have finished the course .. :' [2 Tim 4:7 (NEB)] You brought
joy into our lives through your interest in sports. Now you
begin the life that God has planned for you so that you can
say ".. ,I have kept faith:' [2 Tim 4:7 (NEB)]
Love,
Mom and Dad
For Erin Whitney:
Wherever you roam, Erin, may you act justly, love
mercy and walk humbly with our God and never
forget your imagination!
With joy,
Liz, Dale, Emily, Lauren,
and Alexander
Our Precious
Baby Girl,
You are proof
that when the
medica! world
said it wasn't
possible, that
through God
ANYTHING
is possible!
The blessings
that you
brought, the
magic that
dances in
your eyes,
the joy of
watching
you grow has
been end-
less. Your
compassion had touched so many and we ask God daily
what we ever did to deserve such a gift. As you prepare to
leave the nest and spread your Wings, we know that God I
M' greet plans for '00. So qo .00 qrasp that whlch COO"" I
prepared!
All our love,
Mom & Dad ~4 CfJ)(,
Love,
The Nupen Family
Best wishes, Kari!
Colophon
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RENEE
ALY KELLY
I guess time does really fly by when youre having fun. When I first took
this position two years ago, I was incredably excited. I felt that I landed a
dream job. I now have to say good-bye to it. I have learned tons and have
worked with great people. I wouldn't change a thing. It is my time to pass
this position along to Ali and step back and watch someone else make it
their own.
Ali, good luck next year. Don't forget that you have an editing staff for a
reason. You can't do it all on your own. You need to let the editors grow in
their talent. I have enjoyed working with you this year and I know you will
make a great editor-in-chief next year.
Renee, we have had three years together and I really hate to see you leave.
Iwish you the best of luck in Las Vegas, you will be a great teacher.
Kelly, you are leaving too soon. I have appreciated your hard work and
encouraging attitude for two years. Why did you have to graduate early?
You can stay here with us for another year.
Aly, I am so glad you decided to join our team this year. You were a contri-
bution to the team. Thank you so much for your support in yearbook and
in life.
Laura, I cant believe youre switching to the dark side. OK, so The Whit-
worthian is not the dark side, but we are going to miss you in yearbook.
Thanks for being you.
JJ, thank you for being so talented. Your gifts have really taken this book
to a new level. You are a part of this yearbook family and we love
your quirkiness.
Tad, you have helped in both yearbook and in my life. Thank
you for your consistent encouragement and support. I am sad
that I won't be working with you as much next year, but you can't
keep me away from the yearbook.
There are so many people that I need to thank. My family shows their
support even from Montana and I appreciate it. Thanks to all of my friends
who are there for me when I am stressed. Thanks again Linda Yochum for
always knowing the answer to all my questions. I must also say good-bye
to Ben and Peter. We were media heads for two years together. I think
I saw you two more than I saw my roommates. I willmiss you both so
much next year as you two become adults, and I stay at Whitworth for a
final year. 11 /: ~lU.7t:"
{kl!'l4!-f~/1
JJ
Editors Note ~~
But in keeping with his promise
we are looking forward
to a new heaven and a new earth,
the home of righteousness.
2 Peter 3:12-14
..
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